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WHEATNET' FUTURE PROOF!

WHEATNET LETS YOU ROUTE THOUSANDS
of bi-directional signals at ONCE in just 60

microseconds-all
secure, virus -proof and in just 2 rackspaces! WHEATNET leaps way ahead of conven-

tional stacked router or IP-based designs,
interconnecting up to 48 studios (each with its own independent

mix engines and I/O resources) using just one CAT-5 wire per studio, plus providing
systemwide X -Y control

from one central location. You can even meter and monitor (in stereo) any signal systemwide.

REDUNDANCY?
We've got that covered too: just add a second WHEATNET

and CAT -5 link from each

studio and have an AUTOMATIC standby interconnect for the ENTIRE system!

WHEATSTONE has a proven track record for digital networking;benefit from our experience!
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48 CAT -5 PORTS with 128 audio channels

(plus embedded
control data) per port.

THAT'S 6144 TRAFFIC CHANNELS IN JUST
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We're Reshaping The Future Of Radio
From A Solid Foundation Of Leadership.

The newest force in radio was forged from a rich heritage of leadership that is decades strong. We're bringing a breath of fresh

air and a re -energized spirit to an industry we helped to build. At Team Harris Radio, we've brought together the industry's largest

and most comprehensive range of products, services and people dedicated to advancing radio. All working together it perfect

harmony and focused on the success of your business. From our innovative products to our forward -looking services,

management tools and expert support teams, we're dedicated to our mutual future of pioneering and growth. So whether you're

audience is around the corner or around the world, Harris Radio is on the air with the resources you need to succeed.

To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at www.broadcast.harris.com.

THE NEW H ARRIS RADIO TEAM IS ON THE A I R
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Tieline G3 Vs Telos Xport...
You Decide.

Telos has recently published comparisons
between their Xport POTS Codec and the Tieline
Commander Codec which has been obsolete
since November 2004. Here is a comparison with
the current Commander G3.

Tieline Commander G3 Vs Telos Xport

Feature Tieline Commander G3 Telos Xport
POTS to POTS connection Yes No - POTS to ISDN only
POTS Audio Delay 100 Miliseconds >600 Miliseconds
Maximum POTS Audio Quality 15kHz 15kHz
Low bit rate audio quality over POTS 7kHz as low as 9.6kbps Telephone quality below 16kbps
15kHz Bi-Directional Audio over POTS Yes No - 15kHz 1 way only
POTS Compatibility Yes Comrex/Musicam No
Intelligent Gain Control IGC + AGC AGC
Warranty 2 Years 1 Year
Expansion Ports 2 1

12 Volt DC portable power options Yes No
Simultanous duplex Comms and Talkbalk Yes No
Remote Control Talent's audio Inputs Yes No
Stereo 15kHz over POTS* Yes No
Dual Mono 15khz POTS* Yes No
Bonded POTS Up to 48kbps mono Yes No
Audio Over IP Codec to Codec Yes No
Weight 4 lbs 7 lbs
Dimensions 8 5x8 5x2 9 inches 9.25x12.75x3.5 inches
GSM 7.5kHz Wireless Yes No
ISDN Options Mono. Stereo. J -Stereo Mono
ISDN Algorithms Mpeg Layer 2, G.722, G 711, Tieline Music AAC+. AAC LD. G 722
15kHz stereo/dual mono over 1 x 64K channel Yes No
User Remote Profiles 98 30
Configurable Macro Function Options HiJndreds No
User configurable program/monitoring/comms built in 11 x 6 cross point audio router* No
Split Phones - Monitoring/Comms Yes No
List Price per pair ** $5,750 (2x G3) $6,850 (Xport / Xstream)
LITIK kenegotiation 1 second nnds
Control Inputs and Outputs 2 in 2 out (Exp to 16 in/out)

www.tieline.com/be Order your FREE demo today 800-950-0750
 Refers to base MSRP without ISDN option for PUTS Codec and MSRP (or Telos Xstream as of 41 2005 The Telos logo. Zephyr, Zephyr Xstream. Zephyr Xport are all reg/stered cailervirks ol ILS
Corporatior. C 2004 aarYlus (TM) Coding Technologies Convex. Musicarn and Trios and associated trademarks are property of their respective owners Product specifications quoted from the
manufacturer's manual listed on the website S11,2006  Requires additional POTS ISDN. GSM. IP modules for operation
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The Launch of Roadcasting

Moseley Acquires Assets of Proxim

Roadcasting broadcasts to wireless -capable devices within a 50km range
through a long-range,peer-to-peer 802.11g wireless network.

For $21 million, Moseley will acquire most of the domestic and foreign operations of Proxim.

Media Monitors Increases Monitored Markets
100 new stations and one newspaper have been added to the company's roster of monitored markets.

Site Features

The Supreme Court says that Internet file -sharing services will be held responsible if their customers use the

Musician and technologist Peter Gabriel and broadcaster David Engelke have
acquired the assets of the company.

Find the mic goes monthly!
Since 1998, Radio magazine has placed the mic icon

on the cover of each issue. At the end of
the year we have held a sweepstakes asking you to find

all of them and enter to win prizes.
To make it more fun, we're going monthly.

Each month, tell us where you think the mic icon
is placed on that issue's cover and you could win

a prize courtesy of Transaudio Group.

This month,
enter to win
an A -designs
ATTY attenuator.

Enter by July 28.
Send your entry to

radio@primediabusiness.com.

TRANSAUDIO

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

FM Radio Turns 70

6 May 2005 Raditunauazine

By John Landry, CSRE, and Dave Saviet
On June 11, the 70th anniversary of the first FM
radio broadcast was celebrated at the site of
that broadcast, in Alpine, NJ.The facility, which
still stands today, was built by the inventor of FM
radio, Major Edwin Howard Armstrong.A special
temporary authority
was granted by the
FCC for the opera-
tion of a wide -band
FM station,WA2XMN
on 42.8MHz, the
original frequency
used by Armstrong.

Armstrong was a
true pioneer in the
development of
radio. Not only was
he the inventor of
the regenerative detector circuit and later the
Superheterodyne circuit, which revolutionized
radio reception and is still in general use today,
but he also developed early over -the -horizon
RADAR systems and multiplexed wireless audio
links.At the time of his death he was involved in
a patent dispute over his FM radio invention with
RCA and other radio manufacturers. His widow,
Marion McInnis Armstrong continued the pat-
ent fight in court after his death and ultimately
claimed victory.

Read the entire story at beradio.com.

www.heradio.com



Ask us about the most advanced
technology in digital consoles and
routers for Radio and TV
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limp.BC 2000 DDigital Console
(X\''0\"?

- Cost effective and flexible design.
- Flexible inputs and outputs allocated to faders.

- Design adaptable to digital and analog environments
'for a single studio or multi -studio installations.

'- Enhanced interconnectivity between engines through
,VIADI mull -channel links.

- ncarporating motorized faders with position memories
enabling the allocation of up to 9 different channels
per facer and with instant access.

BC2000 D Router

The same router used by the BC 2000D
Console works as a stand-alone router,
with thousands of inputs and outputs,
summing and processing, with a
scalable and modular architecture.

For more information and user references please visit us at www.aeqbroadcast.com

AEQ also offers excellent communication and audio equipment

_ Fixed and portable ISDN Audio Codecs and
telephor e hybrids.

Advanced multi -channel
talk chow system.

4 1 4
Multiplexers, analogue nixing consoles,
AD Converters, monitors and digital
commentary system for large sport events.

Hand held digital audio recorders.

.11011e 866 817 9745 (US only) (954) 581 7999 (954; 581 7733 ri it sales@aeqbroadcast.com

www.aeqbroadcast.com



Viewpoint

One step closer

ast month, the NRSC submitted its IBOC
standard called NRSC-5 to the FCC. In short
time, the FCC turned around and requested
comments on the standard. Since the request
was made,several comments have been sup-
plied to the FCC. The deadline for the initial
comments is a few days from this issue going
to the printer. Reply comments are due next
month.We encouraged readers toshare their
commentswith usaswell. Some of these have
been posted to Reader Feedback online and
used in our twice -monthly e-mail newsletter,
IBOC Update.

Before the NRSC provided the data to
the FCC, the information was posted on
the NRSC website. Immediately people
noticed that the standard did not include
three items:a defined audio coding system,
details on supplemental program services
(multicast or Tomorrow Radio) and ad-
vanced data services.

E-mail lists and reader letters also noted
that the standard did not address AM in-
terference at night and the use of separate
antennas. While these are worthy topics of
discussion ,these are not concerns of a trans-
mission standard. NRSC-5 deals with the
system that generates the IBOC signal.

Going back to the three missing items,
should we be concerned that they are not
covered in the standard? Not yet.

The lack of a codec specification pro-
tects the system from being completely

proprietary. As it is,lbiquity has stated
that it will license the transmission

technology without its HDC
codec if it is asked. In theory,
someone could create an IBOC
system that uses anothercodec
and then work with receiver
manufacturers to include
this alternate codec in the
receivers. The develop-
ment of smarter radios
has been underway for
some time, which makes
this possible, although
realistically impractical.
Receiver manufacturers

don't want to manufacture

units with multiple codecs. It's been hard enough getting
them to manufacture an IBOC receiver in the first place.

That aside, I was told that the NRSC deliberately omitted
any codec specifications from the standard because legal
restrictions prevent Ibiquity from divulging the actual
specifications of HDC.The NRSC wanted to include it but
because of the legal restrictions it was not possible.

As it is, coding technology will continue to improve,and
IBOC is still in its early phases. The codec standard can
be determined later.

Many have looked at supplemental program services
(SPS) as a significant feature of IBOC. Commonly called
multicast now,and previously called Tomorrow Radio when
it was being developed by NPR and others, some see it
as a way to provide new programming services to listen-
ers. The belief is that these services could help terrestrial
radio compete with the quantity of programming choices
available from satellite or Internet radio.

I agree that SPS and surround sound are features that
can help consumer acceptance of IBOC, but once again,
we are at an early stage in IBOC. The first generation IBOC
receivers are available. Kenwood, Radiosophy and some
others are providing SPS-capable receivers,but they are not
the norm. Not including SPS in NRSC-5 is not a problem,
but it is something that needs to be addressed soon.

A long-standing promise of 1BOC has been the ability to
transmit additional data to listeners. Obviously displaying
stock tickers and scores are information that many con-
sumers want; These are available on Internet messaging
services and cell phones. Advanced data services can
offer more, but the receivers must be able to display this
data. In addition, allowing the listener the ability to pick
and choose data-a function of the receiver-will help
drive acceptance of this.

Once again,the timing is important. Let NRSC-5 determine
the basic operation of the system,which it has done. The
added features and enhancements are needed, but they
can wait until the next standards -setting announcement.

A111 ask is that the NRSC and the receiver manufacturers
not wait too long. The momentum has started. Don't let it
slip away.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cschererPprimediabusiness.com

E -mail: radio@primediabusiness.com
Fax: 913-967-1905
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IN THE MIDDLE
OF THE ACTION...
LIVE, FROM
IRAQ.
Am- ed with little more than two microphones and a Matrix,
Ted Leitner of XPRS, The Mighty 1090, broadcast his radio
talk snow LIVE during morning drive from the Al Asad-Mc-
rine Ease in Iraq. Leitner is facilitating an -air live communi-
cation between troops and their families back home in San
Diego, as well as bringing along special guests from the San
Diego sports world, including several of the San Diego Char-
ger ZiarIs. "Keeping the spirits of our armed forces up is whct
its all about," said Ted, "Nothing beats bringing a little piece
of home to our troops stationed abroad. Thanks, Comrex!"

Gra your

SHOW US
YOUR

Email photos and stories
of the intesesting ways you
use YOUR Comrex. Send to
storpwco .n rex com

'ou WILL win i prize.

Matrix Portable:
Delivering the sound of holiday cheer to listeners around
the wcrld is as simple as pressing a button. Only the
advanced Comrex Matrix POTS codec delivers the high-
est quality audio and superior connection reliability over
standa-d wired, and GSM wireless phone connections,
and satellite terminals. Our road -proven design and con-
struction, plus ease of operation and real -world fectures,
make Matrix your best choice for all your POTS and ISDN
remotes. The results? "our listeners become the most
generous people on the =ace of the planet.

1111111mgemill.
Matrix Rack:
Sure al the action is in Ins ;.gut u yreut remote needs a
great home base. And there's nothing better than the Matrix
Rack. It's compatible via POTS and ISDN with ALL Comrex
codecs as well as those from nearly everyone else. Perfect
for receiving those calls from the field. Make the Matrix Rock
the center of communications for ALL your remotes.

-Ice-- not just a story.

Tol Free: 800-237-1776  www.comrex.com  e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA  Tel: 478-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717



RF Engineering

The Doherty linear amplifier
By John Battison, technical editor, RF

111
he first kind of transmission used a spark
transmitter for Morse code. This was
followed by the Poulson arc transmitter
where the radiation from the sustained
arc provided the continuous wave (CW)
transmission. Then came CW transmis-
sion using the 30kc Alexanderson rotary
alternator, and later a microphone was
placed in the antenna lead to modulate
the carrier.

Finally,the vacuum tube opened the gate-
way to relatively simple and easy RF carrier
generation and concurrently adequate
audio amplification. This brought with
it the requirements for efficient methods

Figure 1. The basic Doherty amplifier circuit.

of modulating the carrier wave to enable
speech transmission. There developed a
number of different modulating circuits.
Most of these required large power tubes
and corresponding large magnetics
(chokes, transformers and other devices
that tend to create magnetic fields) to
handle high -power modulation.

The original attempts to transmit audio
using modulated oscillatorsquickly proved
inadequate because only relatively low
power could be handled. Modulating
the oscillator also led to other problems.
Class A linear modulation with 30 percent
efficiency was soon superseded the by
class B amplifier, which in turn led to
many modified class N systems in the

effort to avoid the use of high -power modulating stages
with expensive high -voltage power supplies, transformers
and power tubes.

Natural evolution
Throughout the years, a surprisingly large number of

modulating systems were developed. Among these was
a modified class C amplifier, which is cut off during the
negative half cycle and its partial pulses added to another
amplifier. The idea was excellent and ingenious,but proved
to be difficult to operate in practice. This was partially due
to the constantly changing operating load impedance
problem. In 1936 a well-known engineer named William
Doherty* devised an efficient operating system using
this principle. This effectively made the Doherty linear

amplifier a commercial proposition. In the follow-
ing two or three years several other well known
engineers such as Fred Terman,J.Woodyard and
consulting engineerJim Weldon of high-powerAM
transmitter and Continental Electronics fame pos-
tulated modifications that greatly improved circuit
performance. Weldon took it a step further and
developed a grounded grid circuit that consider-
ably increased its efficiency.

When first developed, the Doherty amplifier
gained a reputation for difficulty in adjustment
and consistent operation. This was not so much
the fault of the circuit but lack of knowledge of
the principles and power flow by the operators.
One of the major problems was a lack of under-
standing of the operating characteristics of the
load and difficulty in obtaining a purely resistive
output load.

Triode tubes were originally envisioned for the system,
but as new tubes were developed the circuit was adapted
to use the new tube types. The general theory of operation
of the Doherty amplifier is shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1 shows a basic triode Doherty amplifier circuit.
One tube is the carrier tube and the other is the peak tube.
RL is the load across which the final RF power output is
developed. This load is probably the cause of much of
the misunderstanding and problems encountered in the
Doherty amplifier.The problem occurs because two tubes
feed power into a single load. Each source develops a volt-
age across the load, and when both sources feed power
simultaneously the impedance will change depending on
the relative powers.

Figure 2 shows the modulation generation process.
Figure 2A shows the input signal. The carrier tube is
biased to operate in class B and is driven to saturation

 Described in the Proceedings of the I.R.E., September 1936

10 July 2005 Ram magazine www.beradio.com



ADVERTISEMENT

Shrinking Revenues?
dMarc's new

revenue solution

gains momentum

RevenueSuners Online Control Console

keeps you informed.

The chase for new revenues has exasperated
radio execs for what seers like years, yet some
are now starting to see light at the end of the tun-
nel. RevenueSuite, a newly launched revenue -on -
demand program from dMarc is finding revenue
streams where none existed before.

Offered exclusively to Scott Studios and Maestro
customers, RevenueSuite has been on the market
only a few months,yet it is already syndicated into

more than 250 stations.That makes it the fastest
growing new revenue solution in the
industry. An additional several hundred
radio stations are in various stages of
review and/or pre-installation,according
to dMarc management.

One of the early adopters is Nassau
Broadcasting Partners, headquartered
in Princeton, NJ, and serving multiple

markets in the Northeastern U.S. Nassau recently
committed all 55 of its market -leading sta-

tions to the RevenueSuite program.

"We give RevenueSuite a resounding thumbs
up," said Nassau's Senior Vice President of
Engineer Tony Gervasi."It's performing exactly as

dMarc said it would.The best part about it is that
we literally set it up, turned it on, and it operated
seamlessly with our Scott Studios (SS32) systems,
generating revenue. Prior to installing it group -
wide, we put it through numerous performance
tests. We found that RevenueSuite was easy to
install, highly intuitive, hands -free and reliable.
Now it's up and running, generating revenues
across our network of stations"

Other managers report liking the fact that, once
RevenueSuite is installed, it requires virtually no
traffic management or operational maintenance.
"After you close the logs for the day' said dMarc
President Ryan Steelberg,"the RevenueSuite pro-
gram begins to fill unsold and designated avails
automatically without the need for station over-
head or local trafficking.You can turn it on, and
the system will run autonomously while provid-
ing real-time revenue reports and local control
through a simple -to -use web -based interface.The
RevenueSuite program is made available to any
Scott Studios or Maestro enabled station" 

For more information on RevenueSuite, check out
the company's online site at wwwdmarc.net.

(And how dMarc
can help you avoid it.)

Worries over revenue are enouch to, well, make you want to

pull your hair out.

Before that happens, check cut the new integrated digital

systems and media solutions from dMarc. Through our

pioneering Scott Studies and Maestro digital automation

products, we've made station operations as simple as the

touch of a finger on a screen or keyboard. With RevenueSuite,

on-demard spot profitability is not just a goal, but a reality.

Instead of pulling your hair,
pull some profits. Call today.

1-888-438-7268
Maestro
ScoteStadiekt
Scott Bloch, ono Milebut,
Product Lwow of

www.dmarc.net
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RF Engineering

at carrier level as shown in Figure 2B. In
this manner all the output ranging from
peak negative modulation up to satura-
tion level is produced. At the same time
the peak tube is biased to operate in class
C, and its drive is adjusted to produce
absolute minimum plate current at car-
rier level. This results in the production
UI ptibILIVC 111lJUUICIIIVII pccirt puibeb CIS IJCLCIUSC UIILICI 1-011l1

shown in figure 2C. contribute the same

D
Aff ,fV

UbrUr}

Figure 2. The various waveforms created by the Doherty amplifier to yield an output. A is the
input signal, B is the signal in saturation, C is the peak pulse and D is the resulting output.

Now we come to Figure 2D. Note that the waveform is
shown as being composed of two pulses (2B with 2C added
together). Also note that it is larger in amplitude than
Figure 2A In fact,when the amplifier is properly adjusted
it yields four times the power of Figure 2A. Although the
average plate current of the peak tube is considerably
lower than that of the carrier tube it is essential that its
cathode emission be as great as the peak tube's.This is

lions of maximum power both tubes
amount of power; for this reason it is

common to use the same tube
type for each stage.

This is where many people
have difficulty understanding
the Doherty system. We men-
tioned earlier that a pi network
was used. This has the valuable
property of inverting the load
and termination impedances.
It also delays the signal by
90°, which is not as useful in
this instance. This calls for a
phase -advancing network in a
transmitter. This 90' phase shift
is not a basic part of a Doherty

amplifier but is merely an undesired by-product of the
essential 90' network.

BSW is the sole
domestic U.S. dealer
for Arrakis X -mixer products

EEBSW
800.426.8434
www.bswusa.com

DIGITAL CONSOLE

10 AND 14 0+ANNEL MODELS

DIGITAL AND ANALOG 10

TELEPHONE INTER1=ACE

STARTS UNDER 15,49
970-461-0730 vvww. arrakis-systems. co
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 Dynamic -..ontrol matrix
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teMaintaining balance
When two power sources feed a single

load, complications result affecting the
ultimate impedance value. This is where
the phase shifting property of a network
allows the Doherty amplifier to work. It is
common to use the phase shifting property
of a network to accomplish an impedance
balance. If we merely paralleled the plate

40 Years as the
World Leaders
for Vacuum
Capacitors

nce as seen man acturing high
quality fixed and variable vacuum capacitors for
broadcast applications.

Our commitment to superior product quality and
customer service has enabled close cooperation
with leading international companies in the
RF industry.

COMET vacuum capacitors are utilized in various
applications in broadcasting, from medium -
and short-wave broadcast and communications
transmitters to antenna tuning units or
couplers in avionics and mobile equipment.
Our fixed and variable capacitors are
proven the world over...

Contact us for information on the
broadest product portfolio
in the industry!

COMET North America
76 Progress Drive
Stamford, Connecticut 06902
USA
(203) 969-2161
(203) 969-2162
usa@comet ch www.comet.ch

circuits of the peak and carrier tubes across the load the
system would work only as long as the grid drive voltage
on the carrier tube stayed between zero and carrier level
(the peak tube is biased almost to cut-off).

When excitation goes above carrier level on the positive
half cycle the output of the peak tube rises. This will cause
the apparent load impedance to increase and the carrier
tube output would decrease as the peak tube output
increased. This would not provide a four -fold increase in
carrier power.

This is where the pi network formed by the inductance
L1 and capacitances C1 and C2 are used to
invert the impedances seen by the peak
and carrier tubes to produce the required
varying load impedance value. Remember
that a 90° network has the characteristic
that an increase in the load impedance
is matched by a reduction in the input
impedance of the network. This operates

COMET

"...the Doherty
amplifier is a little
different from the

familiar amplifiers."

in both directions so that a change in load
impedance caused by the operation of one
tube into the network will affect the output
of the other tube.

But what about the 90° phase difference
between the two voltages? The pulses
won't match.

In an operational broadcast transmitter
correction of the 90° phase shift lag is taken
care of by means of a simple 90° phase
advancing network and the peak tube
input is synchronized with the carrier tube.
This advancing network adds nothing to
the performance of the Doherty amplifier,
although without it the amplifier could
not operate.

It is obvious from this rather brief descrip-
tion that the Doherty amplifier is a little
different from the familiar amplifiers. Two
networks are involved, one is a 90° lagging
and the other a 90° leading. It is easy to see
how a small adjustment of either of these
networks will have considerable effect on
the efficiency and operation of the amplifier.
In normal use there should be no need to
adjust the impedance of the load once tuned,
except perhaps when installing new tubes.
The Doherty amplifier is probably still to be
found in use in a number of stations,although
I can't help wondering how it would work
with IBOC today

14 July 2005 Raulfe_m_agazine
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New radio market definitions tested
By Harry Martin

o big surprise: the FCC finally gets a new

local market definition rule in place and
in roll petitions seeking to test the "bright

lines" established by the new rule. For the

moment, however, the new rule's bright

lines remain clear,for the FCC has recently
rejected requests to use alternative market

definitions in making station counts under

the radio multiple ownership rule.
One case involved stations in Ithaca,

NY, an Arbitron-rated market where BIA

reported nine radio stations"home"to the
market. A four -station group was proposed
to be sold intact. Under the FCC's local
radio multiple ownership rule, in a market
with 14 or fewer stations,an entity may not
own more than half the stations. Thus, if

there were nine stations in the market, the
proposed sale would have been permit-
ted. Petitioners opposing the application
argued that,because of terrain obstructions
that allegedly prevented reception of two of
the nine in -market stations listed by BIA,the
market should be deemed to consist of only
seven stations,which would have precluded
the proposed sale. The FCC rejected these
technically based arguments.

The Commission said the Arbitron-based
market definition is presumptively to be
used, and there is a heavy burden on a
petitioner to show that an alternative defini-
tion is appropriate.The FCC's staff reviewed
the market in question and concluded
that seven stations provide city -grade or
better coverage and two other stations
provide city -grade coverage to most of
the market. As a result, the FCC found that
the petitioner's argument regarding terrain
obstructions failed to show that reliance on
the Arbitron market definition was inappro-
priate.Thus,the FCC found that acquisition
of a four -station group complied with the
multiple ownership rules.

Another attempt
In a second recent case,the complaining

petitioner tried a different tack. The four
stations proposed to be sold were located
in Pullman, WA, and Colfax, WA, neither of
which is in an Arbitron-defined market.That

didn't bother the petitioner,who argued that the Commis-

sion should define a new"Moscow [Idaho] -Pullman -Colfax"

market to consist of stations licensed only to those three
communities. Because there were only nine stations that
would be considered local under this formulation, and
because the proposed buyer already owned two of them,
the proposed assignment would have left six of those nine
stations under common control.

The Commission rejected this approach,observing that in
unrated markets it has adopted an interim market -definition
method using a contour overlap standard similarly mod-
eled after the old rule. The proposed assignments easily
conformed with those rules and were granted.

We can expect to see more new and novel challenges
to the radio market definitions. Nevertheless, the Com-
mission is reluctant to go beyond the confines of any
new rule, especially one like the radio market defini-
tion, which was adopted only after years of debate and
court challenges.

Previously,the FCC's guidelines used in reviewing merger
cases were mu rkyThe agency flagged cases where informal
market concentration benchmarks were exceeded, but
ended up granting most of these . The new rule,by making
the market definition tighter and more rational, swept away
the flagging procedure and otherwise short-circuited FCC
consideration of competition issues. This does not mean,
however, that the FCC won't be persuaded in rare cases
that the new market definitions shouldn't apply, and the
door certainly remains open to such challenges. But, the
burden of convincing the Commission to look beyond the
new market definition will be high given the new rule's
history and agency's lack of a jurisdictional basis to deal
with competition issues case -by -case.

Martin is a past president of the Federal Communications Bar As-
sociation and a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, Arlington,
VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.corn.

Dateline:
On Aug. 1 radio stations and FM transla-

tor stations in California must file their 2005
renewal applications. Radio stations also must
file biennial ownership reports and EEO program
reports by Aug. 1. California radio stations must
broadcast their renewal post -filing announce-
ments on Aug. 1 and 16, Sept. 1 and 16 and Oct.
1 and 16.

Aug. 1 also is the deadline for radio stations
in Alaska, Hawaii, Oregon, Washington and the
Pacific Islands to begin their renewal pre -filing
announcements in anticipation of filing their
renewal applications on or before Oct. 1.
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8725 South Eastern Avenue, Suite 2(,0
Las Vegas, Nevada 89123
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Li By Doug Irwin
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There are several trends in broadcast transmitter technology.
The most easily recognizable one is the simplification of
HD Radio transmission by the introduction of more linear

amplifiers (thus allowing the transmission of the analog FM signal
plus the IBOC signal through the same path). A second trend is
the reduction in size of standard analog solid-state transmitters,
along with more use of embedded bi-directional communica-
tions links, frequency -agility, and built-in stereo generation and
even audio processing.

When I first wrote about IBOC transmission in Radio magazine
in August 2002, the three methods of 1BOC transmission were
discussed,although only one (high-level combining) was practi-
cal at that point. Although I don't have numbers to back it up, I
believe it is likely that the majority of the early adopters of HD
Radio used this method.

'limo things have happened in the meantime. Fust,the FCC has given
its blessing on the use of a separate antenna for IBOC transmission
(as long as certain parameters are met); and second, high -power

amplifiers that can generate high TPO levels
with the analog FM carrier and the IBOC car-
riers are now (almost) commonplace.

Let's take forexample an FMstation that has a

six -bay (full -wave spaced) antenna and an ERP

of 50kW. Neglecting transmission line losses,
thisstation would need about 16.7kW of power
reaching the input of the antenna. In the early
days of IBOC transmission, this station could
have converted to IBOC transmission by install-
ing a high-level combiner-adding 10 percent
to the TPO (to make up for losses through the
analog path in the -10dB combiner)-and in-
stalling an IBOC transmitter capable of putting
out 1,670W to the "digital" input of the -10dB
coupler (once again neglecting transmission
line losses for simplification). This is not an
inexpensive proposition by any means, and
potentially could have necessitated the in-
stallation of a new, larger analog transmitter, a
larger power feed, extra air-conditioning and
more floor space.

Within the last year, Harris developed an
IBOC technology that it calls split-level corn-

bining,which is a more efficient variation on the original
high-level combining method. A sample of the RF from the analog
exciter is added to the IBOC signals and thereafter amplified with
a linear amplifies The output of this IBOC + analog transmitter is
then added through a selectable ratio combiner with the analog RF
from the legacy analog transmitter. A phasing adjustment allows the
user to match the phase of the carrier from the linear transmitter
with that of the legacy transmitter. This method actually reduces
the amount of RF needed from the analog transmitter,and couples
more of the 1BOC signal in to the antenna and not a waste load.

More options
While the high-level or split-level methods work for the station

used in this example,the FCC has now made it easier to implement
IBOC by use of a separate antenna. If this same station located
another antenna on the same tower (at more than 70 percent of
the HAAT) or perhaps already had a backup antenna in place,then
the implementation of IBOC could be as simple as this: divide the
station's analog ERP by the second antenna's gain;divide that by 100
(because the sum total of the upper and lower sideband groups is
-20dB below the analog carrier level) and then size the IBOC trans-
mitter accordingly. In this example the station would need 167W
of IBOC power reaching the antenna input (antenna gain = 31 If

18 July 2005 MOO magazine www.beradio.com
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an auxiliary antenna already existed, then the amount of capital
needed to implement the project is reduced substantially.

If the station in this example used any sort of a combined
antenna, then another possibility exists. The IBOC signals (for
multiple stations) could be introduced into the antenna system
by way of back -feeding the combiner, and thereafter routing the
combined IBOC signals into the antenna by means of new ports
built in to the hybrids at the antenna bay inputs. This also greatly
reduces the TPO necessary from the IBOC transmitter.

ERI, Shively and Jampro provide interleaved antenna systems

.
rc3E STILL

&sr us covEKEpt

Today Radio, Tomorrow Radio
and Day -After -Tomorrow Radio.

Analog, HD Radio, Datacasting, 5.1 Surround and beyond!

Only Broadcast Electronics can provide you
with easy -to -implement technical solutions
for all current --as well as upcoming --op-

portunities to increase listenership and
revenue. Our Total Radio Guarantee" is

designed for the realities of radio, including
tight budgets. Your requirements are ful-

filled with fewer, more powerful
operational components. Content and data

management is seamless. Buy confidently,
without the risks of rapid obsolescence

or unpredictable expenses.

 Transmission products with guaranteed
migration to second -generation
HD Radio".

 The Radio Experience'' for data services
via analog FM RDS, HD Radio and
Internet streaming.

 Management of HD Radio multicasting.

 Compatibility with surround sound
technologies from Coding Technologies,
Dolby Labs, Fraunhofer, Neural Audio
and SRS Labs.

I =E
Broadcast Electronics. Inc.  4100 North 24th Street. Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A.

Telephone: +I (217) 224-9600  Fax: + I (217) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com

What's old is new. Other tube transmit-
ters have been used to pass the IBOC
signal, but Continental has released the
816HD as a regular line product.

that have ports added for the introduction
of the IBOC power. This is yet another
way to get around the original high-level
combining method.

But wait:there's more. Continental Elec-
tronics has modified its legacy designs
(class -C vacuum tube) to linearize them
so that they can amplify a low-level 1BOC
plus analog FM signal, and bring it up to
the TPO necessary to feed the correct
amount of RF to the same antenna that
the station has always used. (Continen-
tal states that the upper power limit of
this technology is 20kW of analog plus
IBOC.) It essentially amounts to a new
product line. It also provides a practical
transition path for owners of existing 816R
transmitters.

Armstrong single -tube transmitters have
supported HD Radio forsome time. Harris
is investigating the possibility of retrofit-
ting older tube transmitters similarly, so
that they can transmit the IBOC plus
analog signals. Broadcast Electronics
will not pursue this methodology.

The station used in my example would
be limited to the options already discussPd:
high-level,or split-level combining; use of a
separate antenna, or a combined or inter-
leaved antenna; or use of a large vacuum -
tube (linear) amp. At this point in the
development of the technology the upper
limit of solid-state common amplification
is 14kW. Below that power level, there are
many options available.

What about AM IBOC? Things haven't

20 July 2005 RatleuAnauazine www.beradio.com
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All talk and no action? That certainly doesn't describe any radio station we've ever seen. With
guest interviews, news and traffic feeds, live reports and listener calls to juggle, a talk studio is
one of the most active places on the planet. Seconds count, and there's no room for mistakes.

That's why we created Status Symbols for the Telos TWOx12 Talkshow System. Instead of
flashing lights to decipher, there's easy -to -understand picture icons that give talk pros the
information they need with just a glance. What caller's next? Who's screened, and who's just
holding? With Status Symbols, you'll know instantly. And only Telos has them.

TWOx12 has lots more benefits. Like Digital Dynamic EQ, for uniform caller audio despite less -
than -perfect lines. Twin DSP-powered hybrids for quick, no -hassle conferencing. A unique Dual
Studio Mode that lets you use your 12 -line phone system like dual six -line systems for extra
flexibility. And TWOx12 is the world's only talk show system that can work with either POTS or
ISDN lines to deliver exceptional caller clarity. Impressive? You'd expect no less from the
company that invented the digital broadcast hybrid.

Is TWOx12 the perfect union of word and deed? Thousands of broadcasters worldwide think so.
Why not see for yourself?

12 lines. two digital hybrids. and
superior audio performance.
Desktop Director controller fea-
tures handset. speakerphone and
headset jack. Drop -in controls
available for popular consoles.

AUDIO I NETWORKS

New Call Controller has Status
Symbols. DTMF pad and recorder
controls (like Desktop Director),
but lets talent use :heir favorite
wireless phone or any standard
handset for call screening.

Status Symbols show exactly
what's what. Intuitive icons show
calls locked on -the -air. which
hybrid they're on. who's next in
queue and more. So much better
than a panel of blinking LEDs.

Assistant Producer enables talk
show production via LAN or WAN.
Status Symbols. Caller ID support.
instant messaging and caller
database are just a few benefits.
Supports touchscreens. too

www.Telos-Systems.com. The Telos logo, TWOx12. Status Symbols and Assistant Producer are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation.© 2005 TLS Corporation



changed. An AM station still cannot broadcast IBOC signals at night-it's daytime only. The majority of
the new AM transmitter designs are ready to transmit the IBOC signals; if you intend to upgrade

your AM transmitter soon with an eye towards IBOC, be sure to budget for (at the very least)
a study of your antenna's bandwidth characteristics. Antenna performance is much more
difficult to guarantee for an MW (especially a directional) antenna system.

Other advances
The newest generation of FM exciters and lower -power solid-state amplifiers come with

standard features that would have seemed overly complicated just a few years ago. One
example is the switch -mode power supply,which eliminates a large power transformer,thus
shrinking the unit's size and weight. Another example is the LCD user -interface, now com-
monplace. Most of these exciters are frequency-agile,so they can potentially play multiple
roles in a broadcast group.

In the case of the current generation of IBOC exciters,a computer controls the functions. This
is still a little scary to most of us. These same IBOC exciters have Ethernet connections as well,
allowing additional communication options. (The second generation of IBOC systems will
facilitate the installation of computers at the studio location.) Another trend is direct commu-
nication from the remote control unit to a transmitter itself via serial data. Remember the last

time you had to wire all of your control and command functions from a new
transmitter over to the remote control? Nautel'sV-10 can communicate

The Nautel V10 has a
serial interface to com-

municate with the Burk
GSC3000.

with a Burk GSC3000 directly via a serial connection; all telemetry and
control move over this path. This simplifies the installation process and
makes it neater too.
The increasing interest in HD Radio among broadcasters has

prompted radio transmitter manufacturers to invest heavily in the de-
velopment of new products. It's an exciting time to work in broadcast
engineering, and it's a great time to learn something new.

Irwin is director of engineering for Clear Channel Radio Seattle.

RF Specialtiec
_AGroup

We hear that a lot. There's more to the name
RF Specialties than meets the eye.

We offer many small
items you use everyday in the operation of your

station, including microphones, headphones,
monitor speakers, tower lights, copper strap,

audio cable, CD players, and hard drive systems.

Call the nearest office for more information on
even the smallest items you might need. For your

added convenience, check out the full line of
products and detailed information on each

manufacturer by going to 11.

1i'

RF Is Good for You!
And the Rest of the World!

Visa and Mastercard are welcome.
Offices Independently Owned and Operated.

www.rfspec.com

Las Vpas NV

Santa Barbara CS

SINAI& anat.,.

kmanan

va,
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Sam Lane Santa Barbara, CA 1-800-346-6434
Bill Newbrough Las Vegas, NV 1-888-737-7321
Bob Trimble Vancouver, WA 1-800-735-7051
Walt Lowery Mukilteo, WA 1-425-210-9196
Don Jones Amarillo, TX 1-800-537-1801
Wray Reed Ft Worth, TX 1-888-839-7373
Chris Kreger & John SimsKansas City, MO 1-800-467-7373
Rick Funk Richmond, IN 1-888-966-1990
Ed Young Monroeville, PA 1-866-412-7373
Dave Edmiston Ebensburg, PA 1-866-736-3736
Harry Larkin Southampton, PA 1-888-260-9298
Bill Hoisington Crestview, FL 1-800-476-8943
Ed Edmiston RF Specialties of Asia +63-2-412-4327

(Manila, PhIllipines)
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How to build the perfect console.
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Available now! Contact us today for more information.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

5622 Edgemoor  Houston, TX 77081 USA
713.664.4470 1.800.231.5870
0 2005 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

Start with a flexible routing system that can accommodate
all of your facility's audio distribution, along with intercom
functions, EQ and dynamics processing, profanity delays,
timers, and more. Next, select the right frame size for the
router's control surface. Populate the frame with the
number of faders you want, along with programmable
pushbuttons, countup/countdown timer controls, and
meter bridge with extra graphic displays. The result?
Your console, exactly as you want it, with the functionality
your talert craves and a sleek design that complements
the studio perfectly.

010614AMEM-mris
41410,14,1 05474476aF; !! e 

Mosaic
Where art meets technology

 Multiple frame sizes allow configuration of systems
rangirg from 2 to 24 faders

 Support for 16 -character source names, allowing you
to precisely identify a source rather than guessing
on unintelligible abbreviations

 Full color LCD screens on each module that provide
source information, meters, clocks, timers, delay
information, text messages and more

 Programmable back'ight colors in ON/OFF buttons
alert users to operational conditions or separate
faders by source type

 Source selection, bus assigns and other controls
with each fader module make
operation easier and faster

www.logitekaudio.com
inio@logitekaudio.com

Logitek
Console Router Systems
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Resource Guide

A list of some manufacturers and dealers of radio transmitters

AEV
+39 051 950 350

www.aev.net

Armstrong Transmitter
315-673-1269

www.armstrongtx.com

Bext
619-239-8462
www.bext.com

Broadcast Electronics
217-224-9600

www.bdcast.com

Looking for a new Digital Audio System? Why not try the

INNOVATOR
mit, Li

IN as
OMT Technolcgies has always had a reputation for

developing innovative products for the radio industry
We pride ourselves on being the first for so many new
digital automation technologies and will continue to
give our clients the tools they need to take on the
future of radio

Ron Paley -Founder, OMT Technologies

eMed .
Tou

Broadcast Automation Software

Innovation has been the trademark for OMT since
1984 with an impressive list industry firsts that
have set the stage for the future of broadcast solutions

iMediaTouch features:
- Non-proprietary hardware use any audio card any PC
- Supports IJP2 MF3 PCM WMA and Dolby AC3'
- Live Assist Satellite or Full Automation
- Complete website ntegration with XML or HTML output
- On -Air Promo builcer for on the Cy promos
- CD Ripper and complete production tools for automation
- On -Air stood or Production studio Voicetracking
- On -Air Phone bit editor with full production capabilities.

RDS & HD Padto ready

From being the only true non-propnetary broadcast automation system, to our #1 selling digital logger and our
award winning Internet streaming software our Media product lines provide nnovative choices for your radio
group or station

Find out why over 1000 radio stations and the top consumer music providers at chose OMT products

annttoo-wcgie. The Origin". The Stenderd. The Innovalor.

To find out more. call us Toll Free 888 665 0501 or visit www.imediatouch.com

Broadcast Technology
719-336-3902

www.broadcasttech.com

Continental Electronics
800-733-5011

www.contelec.com

Crown Broadcast
800-262-8919

www.crownbroadcast.com

DB Elettronica
+39-49-8700588

www.dbbroadcast.com

Decade Transmitters
888-428-4323

www.decade.ca

Delta RF Technology
775-DELTA-RF
www.svpa.com

DMT USA
856-423-0010

www.dmtonline.us

Ecreso - RFTS Broadcast
+33 556 675 454
www.ecreso.com

Energy-Onix
888-324-6649

www.energy-onix.com

Goodrich Enterprises
402-493-1886

www.goodrichenterprises.com

Harris
800-622-0022

www.broadcast.harris.com

Henry Radio
800-877-7979

www.henryradio.corn

Kenneke Communications
541-619-6490

www. ken neke.com
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HD RADIO?

I'M GOING WITH
MOSELEY.
My challenge is to make the right STL
choice for today, as well as for tomorrow.

With Moseley, it's no problem.
Check out their Starlink SL9003Q-

2SLAN, the first STL to provide AES digital
audio and Ethernet data over the traditional
950 MHz band.

Or add a bi-direc-
tional Ethernet LAN
extension and serial
data link to a new
or existing STL with
the license -free 900
MHz Lanlink 900D.

For T1 lines or
license -free 5.8 GHz
links, the Starlink
SL9003T1 STL/TSL
transports bi-direc-
tional AES digital audio, Ethernet LAN
extension, remote control, and telephones.

Your best connection to the future is
a smart STL choice today. Take it from
me, Moseley wi I insure that your station
is ready for HD Radio and the new digital
services of tomorrow.

Give the digital STL experts at Moseley
a call for more details.

Dave Chancey 805 968 9621

Bill Gould 978 373 6303
www.moseleysb.com
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TASCAM

Tascam MD350 Mini Disc *
List -$3e5 Sale Price -$469
with free freight, beach cooler,
and drink Koozies!

I I IonI La MI

HHB 830 CD Recorder/Player *
List -$449 Sale Price -$549
with free freight, beach cooler,
and Koozies!

Resource Guide
A list of some manufacturers and dealers of radio transmitters

Larcan
303-665-8000

www. la rca n.com

LPB
877-LPB-COMM
www. I pbi nc.com

OMB America
800-662-4872
www.omb.com

PTEK
408-448-3342

www.ptekpower.com

SBS/Eddystone Broadcast
+44 1789 768878

www.eddystone-broadcast.com

Superior Broadcast
800-279-3326

www.superiorbroadcast.com

Marti Electronics QEI Technosystem
217-224-9600 800-334-9154 +39 06 225871

www.martielectronics.com www.qei-broadcast.com www.technosystem.it

Nautel R.V.R. TFT
207-947-8200 305-471-9091 800-347-3383

www.nautel.com www.rvrusa.com www.tftinc.com

Nexus Broadcast Products Ramsey Electronics Transcom
800-219-7461 800-446-2295 800-441-8454

www.nexusbroadcast.com www.highpowerfm.com www.trcorp.com

Nicom Rohde & Schwarz VBEngineering
619-477-6298 410-910-7800 770-529-6777

www.nicomusa.com www.rohde-schwarz.com www.vernonboyce.org

Broadcast Sales:
Mid -South Sales
Bob Mayben
> bobmayben@usa.net

Voice (877) 391-2650
Central Sales
Bernie O'Brien
> bernieob@earthlink.net

Cell (731) 695-1714
West Coast Sales
Doug Tharp
> dougt@scmsinc.com

Sales (866) 673-9267
Mid -West Sales
Mary Schnelle
> marys@scmsinc.com

Sales (513) 899-3036
South -Atlantic SalesA We

>

rt
whtheaitrthur@bellsouth.net

Sales (770) 632-1295
North-East Sales
Jim Peck
> jpeck001@scmsinc.com

Sales (315) 623-7655
Soutt -West Sales

yler Callis
tylE @scmsinc.com

ffice 7) 699-9151

Sobtreast Sales
Ric Goldstein
> ricc scmsinc.com

Voice 877) 640-8205

e-Eail vles@scrc.com

Ask for BOB, MIKE,
ERNIE or MATT

Toll FREE 1-800-438-6040
1-704-889-4508

Fax 1-704-889-4540

CORPORATE
SALES OFFICE
Pineville, N.C.

While Supplies Last!
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rNE W Digilink Satellite Automve 40 .. atio-n:.-:

ON

ng
Lyisti00 PER MONTHirffinim.

Xtreme
'SOFTWARE'
powerful Win-
dows PC software
for live air, auto-
mation, schedul-
ing, and produc-
tion

The 'Bridge' hardware ...

supplied by Arrakis contains the audio sound

cards, routing switchers, and control logic so

that the PC requires NO special hardware or

setup. This means that the PC can be off -

the -shelf, and unmodified so that it is easily

serviced locally. The Xtreme 'Solutions' pro-

gram is per workstation for complete redun-

dancy and backup. Imagine an AM/FM

combo with production room for only $300

per month. With more than 15 years of

automation experience and thousands of

Arrakis automation systems in the field

around the world, Arrakis can provide you

with the solution that meets BOTH your

business AND technology needs.

ummenommes

Xtreme 'HARDWARE'
a 16 x 3 stereo routing

switcher, dual PC sound

cards, & control logic

No down payment

Return at any time

Free Factory training

Free Hardware support

Free Telephone support

Free Software upgrades

Free Hardware upgrades

Free PC and Network setup

the XTREME 'Solutions' program
Xtreme is a complete solution for live & automated On Air Radio

systems. Pay one very low monthly f2e, and rye do the rest. We

supply the audip hardware, software, and support, while all that

you supply is the PC. Without a large initial ecuipment investment

there is no financial risk or capital expense; the old automation sys-

tem cai be upgraded out of current operating costs. With free sys-

tem configuration and training you receive the help you need to

make a smooth transition to the new system. With free hardware

replacement, orgoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone sup-

port helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means you

have the latest product features at no cost The only hardware that

is not included s the PC computer and we can help you with that

too... also for free.

...the risk free automation system
XTREME-digilink

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com now shipping !!!



Heritage: (her-i-tij) n. 1. Something
passed down from preceding gen-
erations; tradition. [ME < OFr. <
heriter, to inherit < LLat. hereditare
< Lat. heres, heir.]

WOR in NewYork City is a heritage radio station. Signing on
Feb.21,1922, it was one of the first stations in the United
States. Since that time,WOR has broadcast programming to

NewYorkers and to national audiences via its syndicated network
programming. It is a legacy that its owner, Buckley Broadcasting,
takes seriously.

Since 1926WOR had been broadcasting from its 23'd floorTimes
Square location. It was a premium office space with premium
lease prices (not to mention the ever-present traffic issues in that
intensely congested part of midtown NewYork City). A complete
studio rebuild was impossible to achieve at the old location. To
take one studio or master control off line for weeks at a time
would have compromised both local broadcasting and WOR's
two national radio networks. After 79 years, it was time to move
the operations.

Tom Ray, Buckley Broadcasting corporate director of engineer-
ing, and his team began the search for a new broadcast location

in May 2004. Aftet nu-
merous site visits, Fay settled on
a location less than two blocks from Ground
Zero at the World Trade Center. The site was chosen because,
as Ray explains,"that part of town is really starting to awaken with
new businesses and housing. It's a much nicer part of the city, and
it met our broadcast and financial requirements. It's really a perfect
location for our new facility'
The new location was not without challenges. The building,

called the Trinity Place building, is a city landmark. It was one of
the first multistory business buildings in Manhattan. While histori-
cally interesting, any changes to the infrastructure had to meet
exceptionally strict standards. What might be a simple process,
such as putting a generator on the roof, became more complex
because of the building's landmark designation.

Give and take
To remain on the air throughout the move,Ray constructed an STL

relay link at the Times Square location because the new location
does not have a clear sightline to the transmitter. In addition, Ray
decided to continue to use WOR's existing Enco digital audio system.
The entire system would have to be relocated to the new facility
while broadcast operations continued without interruption.
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The routing switcher gets a new twist.
(About five twists per inch, actually.)

Everybody needs to share audio. Sometimes just a few signals - sometimes a few hundred. Across the hall, between floors, now and then
across campus. Routing switchers are a convenient way to manage and share your audio, but will your GM really let you buy a router thatcosts

more than his dream car? Unlikely.

If you need a routing switcher but aren't made of money, consider Asia, the Ethernet -based audio network. Yes, Ethernet. Axia is a true network.

Place our audio adapter nodes next to your sources and destinations, then connect using standard Ethernet switches and Cat -6. Imagine the

simplicity and power of Ethernet connecting any studio -device to any other, any room to any other, any building to any other... you get the idea.
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Scalable, flexible, reliable... pick any three.
An expensive proprietary router isn't practical for

smaller facilities. In fact, it doesot scale all that

well for larger ones. Here's

where an expandable

network really shines.

Connect eight Axia 8x8 Audio Nodes using

Cat -6 cable and an Ethernet switch. and

you've got a 64x64 routing switche-. And you

can easily add more I/O whenever and

wherever you need it. Build a 123x-28 sys-

tem... or 1024x1024... use a Gigabit fiber back-

bone and the sky's the limit.

lee

Put your preamps
where your mics are.

Most mainframe routers have no mic inputs,

so you need to buy preamps. With Axia you get

ultra -low -noise preamps with Phantom power.

Put a node in each studio, right next to the mics,

to keep mic cables nice and tight, men send

multiple mic channels to the network on a single

Cat -6 cable. And did we mention that each Mic

Node has eight stereo line

outputs for headphones?
Nice bonus. rt

Are you still using PC sound cards?

Even the best sound cards are compromised

by PC noise, inconvenient output connectors,

poor headroom, and other
41.11111111. gremlin>. Instead load theow.

Axia IP-Audio Driver for

Windows' on your workstations and connect
directly to the Axia audio network using their

Ethernet ports. Not only will your PC productions

sound fantastic, you'll eliminate sound zards and

the hardware they usually feed (like router or

console input modules). Just think of all the

cash you'll save.

With a little help from our friends.
A networked audio system doesn't just

replace a traditional router - it improves upon
it. Already, companies in our industry are realiz-

ing the advantages of tightly integrated systems,

and are making new products that reap those

benefits. Working with our

partners, Axia Audio is

bringing new thinking and
ideas to audio distribution, machine control,

Program Associated Data (PAD), and even

wiring convenience.

Put your snake on a diet.

Nobody oyes cable snakes.

Besides >oldering a jillion connectors, just try

fincing the pair you want when there's a

change to make. Axia Audio Nodes come

in AES/EBU and balanced stereo analog

flavors. Put a batch of Nodes on each end

of a Cat -6 run, and BAM! a bi-directional

multi -channel snake. Use media converters

and a fiber link for extra -long

runs between studios -
- or between puddings.

Would you like some control with that?
There ate plenty of ways to control your Axia

network. For instance. you'll find built-in

webservers on all Axia equipment for easy

configuration via browser. PathfinderPC

software for Windows gives you central

control of every audio path in

imatotim your plant. Router Selector

nodes allow cuick local

source seiection, and intelligent studio control

surfaces let talent easily access and mix any

source in your networked facility.
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"This sounds expensive." Just the oppcsite, really. Axia saves money by eliminating distribution amps, line selectors, sound cards,
patch bays, multi -pair cables, and tons of discrete wiring - not to mention the installation and miintenance time you'll recover.
And those are just side benefits: our hardware is about half the cost of those big mainframe routers. That's right... half.

Once you experience the benefits of networked audio, you will never want to go back. AxiaAudiacorn for details.



and here...
WCBS NewsRadio

New York, NY

StudioHub+
connects the

Klotz Digital Vadis

platform with
Prophet Digital

Delivery in

7 studios.

StudioHub+
and here...

Radio Free Europe

Washington, DC

StudioHub+
connects the

Klotz Digital Vadis

platform with D.A.V.I.D

Digital Delivery

in 4 studios.

WXPN/World Café

Philadelphia, PA

StudioHub+
connects the Logitek

Numix consoles

with RCS Digital

Delivery in 7 studios.

is here...

and here...

WTOP Radio

Washington, DC

StudioHub+
connects Pacific

Recorders' VistaMax

consoles with ENCO

digital delivery in
3 studios.



and here.

Nassau

Broadcasting
Southern New Hampshire

StudioHub+
connects

Radio Systems'

Millenium Consoles

to Scott Studios'
Digital Delivery

in 9 studios.

working in these prestigious broadcast
facilities and hundreds of others
across the country.

WIP News
Talk Radio

Philadelphia,PA

StudioHub+
connects SAS

Rubicon surfaces

and 32KD switcher

with BE AudioVault

in 8 studios.

and here...

StudioHub+
is the CAT -5 shielded wiring solution
for plug -and -play connectivity
of every analog or digital device in your
facility. Save time and money on and make
your next installation fully digital -
ready with StudioHub+.
Call today for
a free
custom
configuration and
a certified installer in
your area.

XM Satellite
Radio

Washington, DC

StudioHub+
connects the Klotz

Digital Vadis

platform with Dalet

digital delivery in

8o+ studios.

KRCW Radio

Santa Monica, CA

StudioHub+
connects the Klotz

Digital Vadis platform

with Dalet Digital

Delivery in 7 studios.

Studioe -
P,

manufactured by

Radio Systems, Inc.
6oi Heron Drive, Logan Township, NJ 08085

phone: (856) 467-8000 Fax:(856) 467-3044

www.radiosystems.com



Redefining

-serlltage

Dr. Joy Browne (left) originates her show from one of the three talk stu-
dios in the new WOR facility.

With the location chosen, Ray then had to begin
designing and engineering a facility that would
meet the requirements of WOR's local and network
programming. There were several basic needs es-
tablished for the new studios. The facility needed
to stand up to the rigorous uses of the station and
provide a durability that would stand the test of
time. Because broadcast technology is constantly

evolving, the new studios had to allow for change in the
future. This included the ability to route data in addition
to audio, because WOR sends cues to the satellite uplink
for network feeds. The facility needed redundant backup
systems that would prevent any single point of failure.
Finally, the console and routing system would need to be
tightly integrated.

It was obvious that state-of-the-art technology was
essential. With these criteria in place, it was time to
make decisions.

Each on -air studio/control room combination had to be
identical. Each studio has the same equipment comple-
ment, the same number of microphones and the same
capabilities. In this way, no one talent can own a studio,
as was the case at the previous location.

To handle the systems integration,WOR chose Creative
Studio Solutions of Colorado. Ray was familiar with CSS'
work for major broadcast organizations around the country
and wanted a team with the experience and technical
acumen required for this significant transition.

WOR already had an existing new technology infrastruc-
ture in place. The station has transmitted an HD Radio signal since
2002, and added AM stereo at the beginning of 2004. The station
streams its programming online.

According to Ray, the most significant new technology that was
integrated into the new studios was the Axia Smartsurface and
Livewire System.This was the first large-scale implementation of the
new system. At WOR's old facility, the router controls were located

IIIINtrit St ucmill

Use StudioDriye's new USB MicroSound optc.n for a quick and eas
connection to your PC or laptop. You'll get super) digital audio...and no
soundcard is needed. Just load your editing or automation software,
plug in the USB cable, and go!

StudioDrive with USB is perfect for
 Newsroom  Desktop automat cn
 Production suite  Self-comained reT otes
 Emergency studio

HENRY

INE
ENG NEER NG

Now in stock at a't Henr En
StudioDrive woo ouou
P.C. 171.1010 SYSTEM owe. Sk u
ON TEL

MIC L1/TEL
L3 INL2/L3
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.110
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We Build Solutions

626-355-365
henryeng. c
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Studio)-ive shown with
optioned Desk -Mount Kit.
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The facility is built around the Axia audio network. This is one of
the conrol rooms.

outside the studios. Now, routing functions are not only within the
studio, but within the console surface.

"With the ability for a user to load his own settings into the con-
soles, and with each studio being identical, there is no problem
moving a show into a different room,"said Ray.

The Axia system uses standard Ethernet switches to connect the
control surfaces and utility products.

Design decisions
WOR's new facility, while in a nice part of New York, is located

near a high school. The studios face an alley frequented by teen-
agers going to and from school. Because of the noise emanating
from the alley below, additional sound isolation was needed so that
Dr. Joy Browne's program would not include a detailed background
discussion of how bad today's school lunch was. Ray says the station

took a page right out of the Lucas Sound THX
manual. The building's historical status prevented
any exterior work to be done to the existing single -
pane windows. Instead of replacing the windows,
a duplicate window frame was made and then
installed on the inside.Th is preserved the historical
look and added a second pane of glass. While Ray
concedes that the technology isn't cutting edge,"it

Each talk studio can comhrtably seat a host and three guests.

Remotesfast& easy
fromanywhere

in the LISA!
CD qualitg digital stereo
audio to GO!
 Mounts on most vehicles or trailers. folds flat

A Great for news. special events. and remotes

 Finds satellite in minutes with no or ryir TeUI

 Use It as a backup 511 when not out making money

A be where your station has never gone before
ar and give YOUR station a competitive edgel

Satellite Lynx
888 -SAT -LYNX

728-5969

l'0

IOW

s.

"AL

-st

I

salesOsatellitelynx.com Satellite Lynx, LLC A 205 River F- Nalden NY 1258e
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Redefining

ientage
is a system that works very well."

WOR chose StudioTechnology forstudio furniture.
StudioTechnology worked with the station to create

a custom studio furniture design that provided each studio with the
needed functional and aesthetic requirements of the facility.

The new studios went live On May4 without a hitch. DrJoy Browne
was on the air giving advice across the country,WOR
delivered news and weather,commercials were played
and the production studios were in use. It was by all
standards an extremely successful move.

The technical operations center and master control room is the central point
of the studio installation.

Added benefits
The result has been better than Ray had hoped.
"The cleanliness of the audio makes the IBOC sig-

nal sound fantastic," said Ray. There is no more IM
distortion and audio coloration or masked ground
loop hums to deal with. Plus,with the ability to route
data, we should be able to start taking advantage of
Program Associated Data in the near future:'

The heritage of excellence continues at WOR. With
83 years of broadcast history and counting,Tom Ray
is aware of that history. While moving the station
forward to the future, the station was mindful of the
past. With its long history with New York, the station
wanted to do its history proud. Ray notes:I think that
we have done that:

Sheahan is communictions manager with Creative Studio
Solutions, Wheat Ridge, CO.

Photos by Andrew Rosenberg unless indicated.
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Armstrong Transmitter X-100013

ONNIMMIND
411M,

IMM

J

MOIM,

=IMMO

Made in US4-

1KW HD Radio' ready AM Transmitter for under $10K
3uilt with dual hot-swappable 600
Watt RF modules capable of 150%
-nodulation, X -1000B can bring
:t -at major market sound to your
-adio station. Engineered with the
aces: technological innovations,
X -10:10B offers high reliability,
ouilt-in redundancy and it is HD
adio.' ready.

3est of all, our customers tell us
-.hat -he money they save running

>:-1000B pays for itself with
A11±LtMESTRONG

savings in electricity and
maintenance costs cver an older
transmitter ...and as a bonus they
get exceptional reliability and that
major market sound for free.
But, don't take our word for it.
Talk to our customers already on -
the -air with the X -1000B. Call or
email for a users lis: and decide
for yourself why owning this
transmitter is a no -trainer.

Tei 315-673-1269 / sales@armstrongtx. corn / www.armitrongtx. corn
 HD Rad,o rs a registered trade mark of 113evaty Dp,tal Corporation.

Equipment list
Primary dealer:

Broadcasters General Store
Adobe Audition 1.5
Air Tools 6200
Aphex Compel lot
Audioarts R-60
Axia Livewire and Smartsurface
Belar modulation monitor system
Belden wire and cable, CAT -6
Comrex Vector
Crown D-75
Denon DCM-280P
Denon DN-920
Electro-Voice RE -20
Electra -Voice RE -27
Enco DADpro32
ESE clock system
ESE GPS master clock
Eventide Harmonizer
HHB CDR830
HP Procurve Ethernet switches
JBL 4408A
Kenwood HD Radio receiver
Neutrik connectors
O.C.White mic booms
Omnia 6
OMT Quickpix
Orban 8200ST
RCS call screener
Studio Technology furniture
Telos 2x12
Telos Profiler
Telos Zephyr Xstream
Titus on -air lights
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Facility FociIs
the technology behind WOR

Comrex Vector
Nobody does rerr otes

like Comrex.That's why
leading broadcast-
ers and broadcast
facilities like'NOR

Radio put Co-nrex
on the line. 'NOR

depends on the versa-
tile Vector POTS audio

codec to deliver rock -solid connections with up to 15kHz
frequency response over standard POTS lines. The Victor
offers the functionality of a four -channel mixer with :hree
headphone outputs and a line -level output. The Vector's
universal features make it ready for remotes from across
town or across the globe. Users will be up and running in
minutes,thanks toVector's logical front -panel control su -face,
large LCD screen and wealth of practical features.The audio
quality scales automatically to compensate for poor prone
lines,keepingyou connected and on the air. It also includes a
coupler mode to allow you to place standard phone calls.

www.comrex.com
800-237-1776

iddikled OEM
Broadcasters General Store

Broadcasters
General Store

Since 1979,BGS hassupplied broadcast equipment to radio
stations, ranging from the smallest facilities to legendary
stations like WOR. BGS was the primary dealer on the WOR
rebuild project,supplying nearly all the new equipment rang-
ing from the entire Axia networked audio system to the rack
screws. According to Tom Ray"if you need it, BGS has i:,and
the antibiotics to deal with it With offices around the coun-
try, there's always a knowledgeable broadcast professional
ready to help you, whether it's a complete studio rebuild or
a handful of connectors. BGS takes care of everything from
the big stuff to the little stuff.

Ai ERTItIENT

64
ENCO Systems DAD

More and more lead-
ing broadcasters like
WOR are counting on
ENCO for digital au-
dio delivery and auto-
mation. ENCO's DAD
product family provides
unparalleled flexibility
to meet broadcaster's

needs ranging from
fast -paced talk -for-
mats and live TV,
to fully automated

radio programming. When audio content counts and
yor. r reputation and rewenues depend on it,ENCO is your
ideal broadcast automation partner. Contact ENCO to
learn more about how DAD can help you build revenues
and reduce costs.

www.enco.com
800-ENCO-SYS

BeldenCable Cables
Belden MediaTwist

cable #1872/7989R and
Brilliance Line LevelAu-
dio cable#8723 provide
superior audio perfor-
mance, while Belden's
51 -pair Control and In-
strumentation cable
#8751 offers exceptional

control functionality. Medialkvist is a four -pair, 1000, 23
AWG UTP cable offering CAT -6 or better performance. The
conductors of each pair are bonded together to maintain
theirspacing and orientation despite the rigors of installation
(Installable Performance). Bonded -pairs offer stable imped-
ance performance anc excellent crosstalk characteristics,
or noise cancellation. MediaTwist is ideal for multimedia
brcadband IP network; such as Axia; Brilliance #8723 and
#8751 are low -capacitance cables with superior shielding
constructions that meet Belden's exacting standards. All
cables are backed by a 10 -year guarantee.

www.bgs.cc
352-622-7700

ipumgmr

itaditauazine

www.belden.com
800-BELDEN-4
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Field Report

Neumann BCM 705
By Doug Irwin

''ve always considered Neumann micro-

phones to be the "gold standard," but I've
had little experience with them (save
the U87). Georg Neumann founded the
company in Berlin in 1928, and over the
years developed and introduced 90 micro-
phone models. Sennheiser took over the
company in 1991 and has taken excellent
care in maintaining the Neumann brand;
Sennheiser has also facilitated a marked
increase in the ability of Neumann to
produce enough units to lower the price
point and to likewise build up Neumann's

market share.TheTLM-103,the KMS-105
and the newly introduced BCM 104
come to mind; but unlike those three,

the BCM 705 is a dynamic micro-
phone-the first ever built with the
Neumann name.

The transducer ele-
ment itself in the BCM
705 is a variation of the

Sennheiser MD431; the
capsule has been rede-
signed to reduce toler-

ances in frequency
response and sen-
sitivity. The micro-
phone is designed
for "speech reproduction at
close range"according to the
user manual. The capsule
and the microphone itself
are elastically suspended
so that structure -born noise
pickup is minimized; and,
of course, the microphone
is designed to be used with
standard mic booms.

The hypercardioid pat-
tern is obviously important
in a studio environment

because of the typical physi-
cal arrangement; you want to hear the an-
nouncer while not hearing much"slapback"
from windows, the console and computer
monitors. Figure 1 shows the patterns vs.
frequency. My experience in a physically
small studio was that pickup off of the
backside of the mic was not a problem. As

you can see from Figure 2,the free -field response of the mic
has a substantial low frequency roll -off. This compensates
for the proximity effect and gives the mic a fairly flat low-

frequency response in the near field.
We tested this mic against a ubiquitous dynamic mic and

against a Neumann BCM 104 (condenser). As a dynamic
it is not as sensitive as the condenser but had about the
same output level as the other dynamic mic. (When you
use a dynamic mic you will need to build up a bit more
gain in your mic preamp, which will be noticeable in the
output as a higher noise floor.)

Installation
As you can see in the picture of the mic, it is meant to

hang vertically from the mic mount. The headgrill can
be unscrewed from the remainder of the body of the mic
with a few clockwise turns,and can then be easily cleaned
with mild soap and water. Neumann sells the headgrills as

Performance at a 1 lance
Hypercardioid pickup pattern

Bass response designed to compensate for proximity effect

Good sensitivity (1.7mV/Pa = -55.4 dB; ±1 dB)
Integrated pop screen

Removeable headgrill for easy cleaning

accessory parts,so each jock could have his own. Accord-
ing to the user manual, the pop filter, which is inside the
headgrill,can also be removed and cleaned with care-not
something jocks are going to do of course.

We tested the BCM 705 in a typical broadcasting environ-
ment-a small studio otherwise known as Edit 2 at Sports
Radio 950 in Seattle. This room is about 7'x7'. The other
two mics used in the comparisons were the Neumann
BCM 104 (which has the same physical characteristics as
the BCM 705) and the ever-present Electro-Voice RE -20.
All three mics were fed in a to a Mackie 1202 VLZ. Gains
were trimmed to be identical from mic to mic by impress-
ing each mic with a fixed sound -pressure level at a fixed
distance, and setting gains to produce the same output
level. The channel muting buttons were used to ensure
that only one mic was heard at a time and that the gain
settings would not be touched. The output of the Mackie
was then routed through our normal mic processing into
a small console, driving headphones.

The BCM 705 had a sound characteristic somewhere
between that of the RE -20 and that of the condenser;
there was not a pronounced low -frequency build-up and
thus it sounds less rich on the low end than the RE -20 or
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Figure 1. The mic's polar pattern at various frequencies.
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the BCM 104. It had high
frequency content much
like the condenser, but
noticeably better than that
of the RE -20. In my opinion,
it provides a realistic and
pleasing reproduction of
one's voice. We also tried it
on a voice -tracked show on
one of our FM stations using
thesame mic processorset-
tings as the condenser mic
we normally use (except
for more overall gain) and
over the air it acquitted
itself well.

Most broadcast engineers
have a favorite micro-
phone and mic preamp
and processing combina-
tion-many long estab-
lished-but there have
been changes and new

Design Build Installat on

Ram 3roaccast Systems builds studios for
most of Ncrth America's major networks,
group stations, and news organizations.

Ram offers comprehensive studio design,
fabrication systems integration, and
conlponen:s. Put Ram's 35 years of
experience to work for you:

 Stucio Design Er Fabrication
 Pre-Wirec Systems
 Broadcas: Furniture
 Swiichers
 Metering
 Amplifiers
 Wire Et Cable
 Rac<s
 Accessori?s
 Usel Equ pment
 Anc More!

Radio and Television Stud os

RAM Broadcast Systems

WWW. ramsyscom corn
800.779.7575
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Figure 2. The frequency response of the
mic in a free field (per IEC 60268-4 into
101d1).

trends in both during the last lOyears or so.
Whether or not a mic sounds good or not
is totally subjective; and what one person
thinkssounds great may be anathema to the
next person. In any case, if you are about
to start auditioning microphones, then I
recommend the BCM 705 for your list of
candidates. It is a welcome addition to the
Neumann product line. Broadcasters with
reservations about the use of condenser
mics in a broadcast environment should
pay it special attention.

Irwin is director of engineering for Clear Channel
Radio in Seattle.

500

Neumann

P 860-434-5220

F 860-434-3148

E

www.neumannusa.com

n eumlit@neumannusa.corn

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by
well -qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of
any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be con-
sidered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.
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Field Report

Great River Electronics ME0.-1NV
By John Landry

ith the wititspread acceptance and use of
digital edit ing systems in radio production,
the creed for new stand-alone microphone
pre, inps has wown. Most digital editing
systems have a built-in mixing capability. In
addition, many broadcast facilities are in-
stalling signal routing systemsthat can mix.
Without a conventional broadcast console
to provide one, the need for a stand-alone
microphone preamplifier has grown.

Great River Electronics has been making
high -quality preamps for a long time, to
much acclaim in many recording studios
and production houses. In addition, the

10dB range. On the bench we set the range to 40, as the
instructions indicated, and all tests were conducted here.
There are switches on the front panel to select phantom
power, input impedance and output termination.

Because the microphone preamp plays a critical role
as the first step in any recording or broadcasting system,
it follows that its specs should be as close to ideal as pos-
sible with regard to noise and frequency response. Most
amplifiers are not ideal and much has been written about
how different amplifiers have a different sound. For this
article we tested the MEQ-1NV on the bench, and then
made some qualitative tests using speech with a few varied
microphones.These tests were recorded on a DAT tape and
later played through a few different sets of monitors.
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Performance at a glance
Four -band parametric EQ

1/4" TRS send and receive jacks

XLR inputs and outputs

Transformer -balanced I/O

Rackmount ears and rubber feet supplied

Continuously adjustable gain from 70dB to 0dB
Zero to 20dB attenuation

18dB per octave low frequency roll -off

Built-in power supply

Discrete semiconductor circuit design

company has designed custom analog
electronics, and among its customers are
the CBS Radio Network and Minnesota
Public Radio. The MEQ-1NV is a stand-
alone preamp and a separate equalizer in
a IRU package.

The MEQ-1NV comes in basic
Right away the bright blue power -on LED
on the mic preamp is a sign that this is no
ordinary black box. The preamp features a
large gain selector knob,calibrated in 10dB
steps from -70 to +20 with a smaller gain
pot next to it that sets the gain within that

Great expectations
the frequency response was as expected. With the ter-

mination turned on,we measured less than 0.2dB change
in the output from 20Hz to 20kHz. It was only off 1.25dB at
40kHz.The distortion measured was 0.014 percent at I kHz.
With the termination turned off, the response changed
slightly,with almost 1dB lost below 100Hz and 2.05dB gained
at 45kHz. The weighted noise floor at 120Hz measured at
-104dB terminated.The published noise spec is equivalent
input noise of -128dB or better. This figure includes the
amplifier's gain as well as the measured noise floor level.
Our test results are considerably better than that.

Next we fed it with a IkHz square wave and turned on

FR

L- 8.1:1 le
Figure 1. The response with all the bands disabled and the
low frequency roll -off filter set to 150Hz.
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Figure 2. The response with only the midrange band in
use with the broad bandwidth selected and a slight
4dB increase.

the termination. Some tilt was observed at 100Hz and there
was some rounding at 20kHz, but the results are good for
a transformer -balanced circuit. The square wave perfor-
mance without the termination on was not pretty.

The four -band equalizer is every bit as good as other
legendary units. One advantage the MEQ has is that each
band can be disabled individually. Our frequency sweeps
were made using a SoundTechnology 1510A analyzer. With
all other bands disabled, the low frequency roll -off filter
was set to 150Hz,and the results are in Figure 1. This setting
would tame the wildest morning zoo jock. Figure 2 shows
just the midrange band in use with the broad bandwidth

selected and a slight 4dB increase. Figure
3 shows just the high equalizer in use,with
the shelving mode on and the gain set for
a 12dB cut.

In the end we recorded speech with three
microphones:an EV RE-20,an AKG C-1000
and an AKG Solitube to check the preamp's
sound coloration. With the big gain knob
set for 40dB, the results with all three mics
showed little coloration. The instructions
pointed out that the sound would be dif-
ferent depending on the settings of the
two gain knobs,so we played. Indeed, the
coloration as we heard it was noticeably
different when using the low gain as it was
for higher gain. And likewise.removing the
termination produced a totally different
sound,which wasespec laity pronounced in
the recordings done with the RE-20.We did
not have a guitar handy to check the instru-
ment input, but this amplifier would make
an excellent direct box for recording.

Great River has a great product in the

Powerful Automation from BSI
Free syst-an1411119

upgrades
available

now

Purchase a system from BSI with the confidence that you're buying years of research into what makes an automation and hard -
disk play out system reliable, powerful and versatile. Dell Computers with 3 -year on -site warranty, professional AudioScience
multi -output sound cards and BSI software make a great combination.
Our team of broadcast professionals installs and configures your system so that everything is ready to run out of the box. We
include telephone training to help you get started, and the Series 110 comes with a full year of standard telephone support and
software upgrades. For added peace of mind, software mirroring synchronizes your machines, so that changes made on one
computer are reflected on the other.

BSI systems are used in stations across the US and around the world.

Thousands of users have discovered how easy and versatile
BSI software really is. Test and try before you buy.

roadcast Software Internal" 1925 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A, Eugene, OR 97405
www.bsiusa.com 888-BSI-USA1 (888-274-8721) infora bsiusa.com

11)ara el espafiol, Ilamada Felipe Chavez. Distribuidor de los E.E.U.U.
16) 368-6332 feha% eat ommedianet.com
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Figure 3. The response with only the high equalizer.

MEQ-1NV. The internal circuitry is discrete,
using top-notch transistors such as MPS
A10/A18, BC5508 and TIP41. Interstage
coupling capacitors are high quality
Panasonic HFS electrolytics. There is
only one op -amp in the mic preamp,
and it drives the unbalanced output. The
equalizer uses tuned RC circuits and similar

Unchallenged in

Quality and Dependability

Since 1943 ER1 has

served the radio

broadcast industry
with products of the
highest quality and
dependability. At the
dawn of a new
millenium, ERI
continues to raise the
bar setting the
standard for radio
broadcast systems.

When your project
demands the best,

choose the reputation
you can trust.

LYNX'" Dual Input Side Mount
FM Antenna for IBOC Operations

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC. 1-
Ciro

Call Toll -free at 877-ERI-LINE  Visit Online at www.eriinc.com

quality semiconductors,and has no op -amps. It is a must
for critical recording, and would be excellent in the air
studio for that major -market sound. Such quality comes
at a price ($3,300), but it is worth every penny if you want
an outstanding sound.

Landry is a maintenance technician at CBS Radio/Westwood
One Technical Services, New York.

Great River Electronics

P

F

E

651-455-1846

651-455-3224

www.greatriverelectronics.com

gre_info@minn.net

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by
well -qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of
any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be con-
sidered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

There are sound reiirall
why Itintronic is on
the label of euery
directional facility I am
responsible to maintain."

After installing a new Kintronic Wide -Band Directional
Antenna System, Gary Ellingson said:

"Military specifications,
craftsmanship,

jjconservative design,
precision, geometrically
balanced; these are
just a few terms I
would use to describe
phasing equipment from
Kintronic Labcratories.

With Kintronic on your DA team, a
successful and maintainable system
is a realistic coal."

r

NOnrrn I

r".
Gary L Ellingson, CPBE

it lltellia Sysrem,,,. Northwestern Coil Rad
KNWC-AM/Sioux Falls, S

Director of Engineering

423.878.3141 fax 423.878.4224.
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"The NAB Radio Show' is a great place
for the busy station owner or manager to
find out what new developments are on
the technical horizon, or to shop for the
broadcast necessities. The last time the
Radio Show was in Philadelphia, I was
able to do some comparison shopping for
digital automation systems. It gave me a
head start on our project, saved a lot
of time and led to a major purchase
of our new operating system."

Steve Newberry
President/CEO
Commonwealth Broadcasting
Glasgow, KY

2 -FO -1
REGISTRATION

Special offer for
NAB Members Only!

SEPTEMBER 21-23, 2005
PENNSYLVANIA CONVENTION CENTER

PHILADELPHIA
THE NAB

Wow
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Portable
By Chris Wygal

Non-commercial,medium market and small
staff; These are the ingredients for a sports
broadcast crew that must keep the bells

and whistles to a minimum. And it's the case
at WRVL, the 50,000W flagship station of the
Flames Sports Network, a broadcast service
of Liberty University.The voice of the Flames,
Jerry Edwards, has taken his small broadcast
crew across the country since 1981 with fre-
quency extender and headsets in hand, mak-
ing NCAA Division I football and basketball
available to listeners in the Lynchburg and
Roanoke,VA, markets.

In May 2002 I came to WRVL to take on studio
engineering and programming. We wanted
to improve the overall sound of the football
broadcasts, so Edwards' trusty frequency
extender was put away, and the need for new
equipment reared its expensive head. My goals
were to improve the home -crowd ambience,
put a pre -game crew on the concourse of the
stadium and make our sideline reports easy
to hook up. I also wanted to get the game in
stereo back to the station. But how do we do this
with a budget that leaves little room for sports
broadcasting? It comes by doing a lot with little,
even if you have to make it yourself.

Right away I knew that we would need more
mics. The Liberty University football team
draws a home crowd of about 10,000 into
A.L.Williams Stadium, and I wanted listeners
to hear that ambience. At most large football
venues, you'll find microphones placed on
the sidelines, in front of the crowd and on TV
cameras to create an effects mix.With this in
mind, I picked up two Audio-Technica AT815b
shotgun mics and positioned them together on top of the press
box, pointing them at each 20 -yard line. Not using the typical X -Y
miking pattern isn't a problem in this situation because of the
distance of the source. Any potential errors in phase are minimal.
At $300 for each AT815b,I've captured a great effects mix for only
$600. Of course in the future, having a guy on the sidelines with
a parabolic set-up is a must.

We use Beyer DT190 headsets for the play-by-play announcer,
color commentator and statistician, and I use a set as well for
talkback.These older units had always been in the arsenal, so I
didn't have to purchase new headsets.They work extraordinarily
well and when purchased they sold for about $300. Our color
commentator is on the sidelines, and making sure he is clean
and clear for the entire game is key. I decided to go wireless with
the Sennheiser EM100 UHF receiver system and a SKP100 UHF
wireless plug -on transmitter.The transmitter easily snaps onto a
headset mic cable.We sometimes set up in stadiums where the
booth is a good distance from the sidelines, so I picked up the
Sennheiser directional yagi antennas to go along with the wire -

Total budget for 'emotes:

Knowing hat you created
a quality set up vOthout
breaking the bank:
price ess

Photo Courtesy of Liberty University

less rig. Wireless audio is an all -or -nothing case as far as quality is
concerned,and a good solid system that can handle long distances
is vital.The complete wireless system cost about $660.

The three headsets and the pre -game feed are processed on two
Behringer MDX1400 Autocom Pro units that provide great level
control and good full sound on four channels, and for only $138.
Two other Autocom Pro units are used in the signal chain back to
the station, but I'll talk about that later.

Each member of the broadcast team hears a different mix in his
headset.This is accomplished through a Behringer HA4600 head-
phone amp.lt has four separate amps,sending a program feed and
an aux mix to either ear in the headsets.With this feature,1 can cue
and talk to individuals, or everybody at once.The HA4600 offers
tons of versatility and only costs $88.

The booth headsets connect through a homemade snake.l hated
the idea of purchasing a pre-fab snake that would have had too
many or too few of the features I needed.So I headed to the home
improvement store and picked up a PVC electrical workbox on
which I mounted the appropriate XLR and Wjacks.The jacks came
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out of an old mixing console.From the box,' ran six -channel Gepco
snake cable and fanned the other end with XLR and 1/4 plugs.The
colorful fanned end connects to a homemade panel that holds
XLR and 1/4"jacks on the back of the equipment rack.This facilitates
locating the headphone amp separately from the mixing board.The
headphones and their mics are split from the back of the panel, to
the headphone amp and mixing board respectively.The cable was
$40, the chassis mount jacks were free, the box was $7, and a wire
connector was $2.This is a great 30 -foot headset snake for just under
$50 and it's as rugged as anything you'd get in a catalog. There's
nothing wrong with being frugal, and becoming a friend of local
electronics suppliers is a must in the frugality department. Getting
parts and accessories at cost will obviouslysave dollars.Never throw
away a console without first stripping it of valuable parts.

A Behringer UB2222FX mixing board is the heart of the setup.
This board features eight mic inputs and four stereo line -level
inputs. It provides three auxiliary outputs and two sub -outputs,
allowing for separate headphone mixes and submixes to send to
the PA system and the speaker system out on the concourse. It is
also equipped with pre -fader listen on each channel, which gives
us the opportunity to chat during breaks. Effects and processors
can be inserted on channels one through eight. Because of this
feature, I designed a talkback button using a small Radio Shack
project box and switch. When I plug the switch into the insertion
point on channel eight (my headset mic) I can leave the channel
on, and simply push -to -talk when I need to speak to someone.The
UB2222FX costs about $289.

On -site playback
For game elements playback,I use a Tascam MD-301mkIlMinidisc

deck, which sells for $375. For quick clips and instant replays, I use
a 360 Systems Instant Replay unit, which costs $2,700. For off -air
monitoring, I bring a Shurwood FM/AM receiver from hone.

I work in the Flames Sports Network home radio booth behind
the play-by-play announcer and statistician,and our pre -game and
halftime crew works from a setup on the concourse in the stadium.
This idea came about when we decided the broadcast needed
some face-to-face exposure with the fans.The pre -game guys use

The equipment set up and reads for the game.

a Mackie 1202-VLZ mixer that picks up an IFB feed
from me fortheirheadsets.They use Audio-Technica
ATM31R hand-held mics (which has been replaced
by theATM31a),and basic Sennheiser headphones
bought as a five -pack for $89.1 set up two powered
Behringer B300 loudspeakers so the nearby con-
course crowd can hear the entire broadcast live.
Both speakers and stands cost $778. The Mackie
board goes for about $400. Comparable ATM3 1 a
mics cost about $140 each.

Sending the pre -game and halftime material from

AudernaIlaztts,

A NEW WAY TO THINK ABOUT MONITORING

GOLDENEAGLII
HD Radio Monitors,

Continuous monitoring of multiple stations

Automatic detection and notification of out of
tolerance conditions

Built-in FFT spectrum analyzer as an option

Analog and digital signal monitoring

PAD and RBDS data monitoring

TCP/IP connectivity

HD/AM/FM Mobile metering - RDS Encoding - Remote Control www.audemataztec.com am. FL USA - ussales@audemataztec.com
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Portable

The flying snake uses CAT -5 cable and a run of Belden 9451.

the concourse to the booth was a challenge when
the idea was first conceived.The guys needed an IFB
feed, the loudspeakers needed a complete broad-
cast mix and their program material needed to get
to the booth.They also needed computer network
drops for two laptops. I constructed a snake with
three CAT -5 and one Belden 9451 run, attached it

IIPlug and play. Really.

Ifs not hyp

audio over 100 Mbps E

ASI 6416 professional PCI so

CobraNet:"Connecting is as easy as

an Ethernet cable. Since CobraNet is non -

you'll be able to plug and play with any

equipped device. And our ASIRoute so

allows you to make routing connections on

network without ever touching a wire. F

information, call us at +1-302.324-5

go to www.audioscience.com.

-14104(1-p*-1,.
I

16 channels of
CobraNet I/O

stereo streams of
ord and play

MPEG layer 2,

to some nylon rope, and flew it overhead from the press box to a
light pole that is adjacent to the concourse pre -game setup. This
prevents fans from tripping on or damaging the cables. It's truly an
ugly combination of cabling, but it was an inexpensive route for
data and audio.The IFB and loudspeaker feeds are sent through one
CAT-5,using three pairs for unshielded, balanced audio.One pair is
split and used for pin one in both feeds. I put six -pin XLRs on both
ends of the CAT -5 and built adapters to fan out to the headsets and
loudspeakers. I wanted a shield on the program material coming
from the concourse,so I sent it through the Belden 9451.The other
two CAT -5s carry the network links out to the laptops.The audio
to and from the concourse across the flying snake is clean. I'm a
firm believer that CAT -5 cable is a cheap and effective means for
carrying analog audio.

The baelchaul
So how do we get all of this home game material back to the

studio in stereo? Through cooperation with the folks at the cam-
pus PBX, I secured two dry copper pairs from our press box to the
control room back at the studios.We're lucky in that respect,in that
the lines are free, and our studios are on the same campus as the
stadium.However,the line -level audio runs across nearly two miles
of unshielded copper wire. There's a lot of uncharted territory in
sending audio over that much cable, and the complications are
endless. My theory is that signals leak into the unshielded copper
at countless points along the line, and ridding the inherent sizzle
and hum is nearly impossible.However,to overcome the noise and
buzz on the lines, I use the Behringer Autocom Pro MDX1400 on
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The stereo shotgun mics are pointed at the 20 -yard lines at each
end of the field.

both ends.The stadium unit spits our program material out at nearly
+20dB.The studio unit pulls the signal back down to a usable +0dB,
and through some compression, gives us a punchy game sound,
even before the station processing.Thus, I've worked the SIN ratio
to our favor.This is somewhat an unconventional approach .but th<
line is clean and sounds great at game time.

All of the equipment is connected using standard microphone
cables and other pre -fabricated cabling or self -built adapters.
Because random cabling needs happen during every project,
budgeting these accessories is difficult.When equipment purchases
come along, I usually throw in some XLRs and other things on
every requisition.

During a period of four years, The Flames Sports Network

. FJ-700
Cell Phone
Interface

 I Pefect for ball games and!  i remote talk shows

Features:
 4 Mic/Line Inputs
 4 Headphone Jacks
 Connect To Cell Phone
 Connect To Telephone
 Balanced In/Out
 Operates On 3 'AA'

Batteries Or Ext Pwr
More Info:
www.conex-electro.com

.
:CORILN...Lit SO S....

360734-4323
800-645-1061

spent just under $10,000 to achieve a football
broadcast sound that could have cost thousands
more.By building my own cabling when possible
and buying solid equipment, we have achieved
a great on -air product.The more expensive,well-
known equipment is always preferable, and if
the funds exist, then by all means, get it. We've
found however, that custom-built equipment and
a little creativity go a long way, and can save the
checkbook in the process.

Wygal is studio engineer and on -air programmer for
WRVL at Liberty University, Lynchburg, VA.

The homemade snake uses a PVC electrical box.
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pi a reliable retrofit rectifier package for
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delivers the performance and reliability you've
come to expect from us. Our Model 51016 shown here

is a three phase ull wave bridge designed to easily drop
into your AM, FM ( r television transmitter. Cmservatively
rated for power supplies of up to 12 KV and 9 amps output.
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New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

CD burning software
Acoustica
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MP3 CD Burner version 4: Version 4.0
automatically applies a fade out to incom-
pletesongsso that it sounds like it naturally
faded. The software will warn the user that
it is incomplete by displaying the symbol
next to it. This version will automatically
analyze and determine if any song needs
its level boosted to increase perceived
volume. Many songs have extra silence,
applause or advertisements. It is possible
to remove them directly in the software
by selecting the sound and then clicking
the mixing button. The burner no longer
requires users to convert to WAV files. All
effects, processing and adjustments are
burned on the fly.
559-692-2224: fax 559-692-2214: www.acoustica.com

Audio master/mixdown
recorder
Tascam
DV-RA1000: This high -resolution audio
recorder includes DSD recording to DVD
up to 192kHzJ24-bit. The recorder features
Sony's DSD format,the basis for audiophile

Super Audio CDs,as an available recording
format. Its I/O includes balanced XLR con-
nections,AES/EBU and SDIF-3,and it records
standard CD-DA,WAV and DSDIFF files to CD

and DVD discs. Advanced features include
a USB 2.0 connector, RS -232 serial control
and multiband compression and EQ.

323-126-0303: fax 323-727-7635

www.tascam.com; tascamlit@tascam.com

Exposure safety signs
Richard Tell Associates
RF hazard signs:
Three basic sign de-
signs are available
including notice, cau-
tion and warning ver-
sions. Designed for
tower applications,
the sign puts climb-
ers on notice that
RF fields near some
antennason the tower
may exceed FCC rules for
human exposure, that they should
be trained for working in RF environments and that they
should use a personal RF monitor when working near
active antennas.

702-645-3338: fax 702-645-8842; www.radhaz.com; rtell@radhai.com
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Spectrum analyzer
Rohde & Schwarz

- FSH6: The internal preampli-
fier of this analyzer provides a

frequency range from 100kHz
to 6GHz. The unit offers an
average noise level typi-
cally of -135dBm (RBW
100Hz). Other features
of this product are a

0.5dB level accuracy
up to 6GHz, resolu-
tion bandwidths of
100Hz to 1MHz and

a wide range of detec-
tors: sample, max/min peak, auto peak and RMS.

410-910-1800: fax 410-910-1801

www.rohde-schwarz.com; info@maJohde-schwar-Lcom

Audio editor
Sydec Audio Engineering
Soundscape Editor 4.0: This graphical interface is
user -configurable and is the working environment for all
Soundscape 32 and Soundscape 16 DAW configurations. It
runs on Windows 9x/ME/NT4/2000/XP. It relies on the DSP
in the Soundscape 32 or Soundscape 16 hardware for all
audio processing, mixing, DSP effects, and disk handling
and synchronization. Parts can be recorded to any one
of 256 virtual tracks. During tracking the system responds
like a tape recorder,with the non-destructive punch in/out,
loop recording of multiple takes. The transport buttons
can be controlled from the on -screen transport bar, the
computer keyboard or a hardware control surface. Au-
dio tracks can be armed for recording from the Arrange
window, the computer keyboard, the Mixer window or a
hardware control surface.

+32-3-7650098: fax +32-3-7650104: www.sydec.be: infolkydac.be
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Cobranet interface
Audio Science
ASI2416: A modular 1RU Cobranet interface, this in-
terface can be populated with four function specific
modules, allowing as many as 32 channels of analog
or AES/EBU I/O and 64 relay -based GPIO outputs and 64 opto-isolated inputs. Each module has an interchangeable connector portion
that may be configured with a pluggable terminal block, Studiohub or a standard 50 -pin Centronics connector interface compatible
with Audio Science's sound cards. The base unit features 16 channels of Cobranet I/O and a Texas Instruments 32 -bit floating point
DSP that allows switching/mixing and broadcast specific features such as tone decoding. A graphic display on the unit's front panel
displays peak meters and network status. This device may be operated in a tethered mode, whereby it is connected directly to an
ASI6416 Cobranet sound card with an Ethernet crossover cable.

302-324-5333; fax 302-138-9434; WWW.11111183Cillettell; salerthatisscieacuma

Speakon combo
Neutrik
NLJ 2 MD -V,
NL4MD-V:

The speakon
combo is a combi-

nation of a V." jack and the
Speakon chassis connector NL4MD-V

in one shell.The two -pole speakon combo
is compatible with the existing NL4MD-V
panel cutout and vertical PCB layout.
The mating connector can be a speakon
cable connector (NL2FC,NL4FC,NL4FX or
NL4FRX) or a 'A" TS plug (such as NP2C).
According to PA -wiring, the tip of the 1/,"
plug is connected to 1+, while the sleeve
is connected to 1-. The combo is rated
at 30A rms for the speakon contact and
15A rms for the '/4" contact. By combining
the two -pole connector with a '/,"jack, the
unit is more convenient and space saving
for users.

732-901-9488: fax 732-901-9608

www.neutrik.com: infa@neutrikusa.com

Audio recorder, player
Nagra
ARES-PII+: Using PCMCIA or Compact
Flash memory cards,the unit records linear
PCM mono or stereo audio. The unit is
powered by five AA batteries or recharge-
able cells to provide more than 10 hours
of recording time. A 12 -pin DIN connec-
tor provides the mic and line inputs. The
recorder will work with the Nagra mono
or stereo electret mics or with standard
dynamic mics. Phantom +48V power is
also provided. Instant start-up,one-button
recording,a large back -lit display,automatic
level control and internal loudspeaker
are additional features. Optional internal
software authorizations allow the machine
to record MPEG compressed audio, to
emulate a Digigram PCX sound card via
USB and perform internal audio editing
in the field.

615-726-5191; fax 615-726-5189

www.nagraaudio.com: mail@nagra.com

Product Showcase

41 Sine Systems.

Mcdel RFC -1 B Remote Facilites Controller
control t -ansmiter from any telephone

 E-64 chz nnels of telemetry and control
 programmable control by date and time

optional printer and modem adapters
 programmable telemetry alarms

integrated rack panel

615.228 3500
www sinesystems corn

Acoustics First®
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise'

IrlitrallirSonoraTm Panels

SonoraTM acoustical panels
look as good as they sound.

Toll Free 1.888-763-2900
http://www.acousticsfirst.corn
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New Products
Fanless mini PC
Hush Technologies
Mini-ITX: This fanless mini PC's chassis
dimensions are 37cm W x 34cm D x 5.9cm
H. It is constructed of aluminum alloy up
to 13mm thick. The front panel provides

access to a power button, is HDD
LED and an optional

CD -slot is available.
The power supply is
55W Morex external
PSU or 90W Hush

external PSU. A PCI
slot is availabli

802-244-8302: fax 802-244-7938

www.logicsupply.com; info@logicsupply.com

fir

Coaxial cable
RFS Broadcast
RG Flex: The RG Flex braided cable
range comprises three series of
cables: the RG, RGC and RF series.
These differ in the construction
of the inner and outer conduc-
tors -combinations of copper, steel or
bare copper wire, tinned or bare copper
braid -dielectric medium of solid or foam
polyethylene,and jacket material of PVC or
polyethylene. The cable is available with
impedances of 50 or 7511 and in diameters
up to lh". The RG Flex range is optimized
for use between 1MHz and 2.4GHz. Shown are the RF-75,
RGC-8 and RG-59 cables (left to right).

877-1319675: fax 203-821-3852

www.rfswodd.com; literature.americas@rfsworld.com

Routable digital DA
Broadcast Tools

RDDA 4x4: A routable, four -input, 16 -output digital audio distribution unit, this product is capable of
distributing the same format AES or word clock around a facility. Each input may be configured to feed
any one or all of the four groups of outputs. Each group consists of four transformer -balanced outputs.
Inputs, outputs and status are supplied on removable Euro block connectors. Input signal presence is
monitored and displayed on four front -panel LEDs with remote control status provided on the rear panel.
The half -rack profile allows the unit to be set on a desktop, mounted on a wall or as part of the new RA -1,
Rack -Able mounting shelf. The unit accepts signals with sample rates from 8kHz to 96kHz.

877-250-5575: fax 360-854-9479

www.broadcasttools.csar biebroadcasttosh.cem

VTO'Dr0

stic surface & trim design
ghest quality materials

modular for flexibility
precision crafted
professional features
many options available

This studio
furniture line is
engineered for studio decors where non -
wood trims are a design goal. Available in a
wide variety of colors, this furniture will
complement any size market application. The
modular design enables the furniture to be
ordered in almost any configuration that can
be imagined.

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com

only $23199
Arrakis
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Audio mixer
Studio Technologies
Model 740: Targeted for use in electronic news -gather-
ing vehicles, the mixer features six microphone and line
inputs, a monaural output bus, a 10 -segment LED meter
and a flexible monitor section. All the unit's controls and
indicators are located on the front panel.The unit includes

internal configuration jumpers that allow the performance
to be optimized for each specific installation. This product
mounts in 1RU.The mixer also features input present/peak
LEDs, a studio -quality compressor and a setup oscillator
with dedicated output.

847-616-9177: fax 847-982-0747

www.studio-tech.com: stisales@studio-tech.com

Music, sound effects
Sound Ideas
Twisted Tiger Music, Latin Elements: Twisted Tiger
Music offers 100 full version themes on four CDs, provid-
ing rock, nostalgic rock, dance, trance, chill, soul, sports,
corporate and romantic. Latin Elements features more
than 530 Latin themes, grooves, accents and tags on two
audio CDs. This collection provides traditional, modern,
mellow and dramatic music.

800-387-3030; fax 905-886-6800

www.sound-ideas.corn: info@sound-ideas.com

Find the mic winner
May issue
Congratulations to

Jim Schuh
retired owner of WZID-FM, Plover, WI

H:s name was drawn from the correct entries for the
May issue. He won the Sabra Som SPF pop filter

from Transaudio Group.

The mic icon was the handle
on the studio door.

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

I.

REMOtE Broadcast Solutions!!!
101/4/NOLIIE VVIariCe.0-re I

moved's° line.%
Or" ."

411 c
MicTEI - Mk- iLinc to TFlephonc Intcrfacc

 Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular picne or
balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

 Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batte-ies.

High quality, user-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

 External power input with silent, auto -switching battery backup.

D Individual gain controls for send, receive and headphones levels.

CircuitVVerices,
352-335-6555

MCD1101MS
allZieditb Florida 32609, t-faS

icw

 c ugni#641.61 rllrp

:46 111Audio

TelTap - Pocket-SizFd
Manual TEIcptionc Couplcr

 Can be usec as a phone tap or a pass ve manJal
telephone coupler

D. Send or eceive telephone audio.

5) Mute Sw tch disconects all audio to cr front
the phone line. bu: leaves the TelTap connected.

Di Compact size & low cost makes the TelTap a great
remote kit additios for mein or backup capabilities.

Gel info on these 6- other
grEaf rEmotE products at
www.circuitvvErkEs.corn
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Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701 FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
CODER! Scanning
_CODER: Pead,,. MATER 1,OT COWIE:1E

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs
are transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

Web Site: vvww.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimgra gorman-red lich.c

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

.-Ilso available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized
FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection. Character generators.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Got composite, need AES?

0-0 0 V bdi

: a bdl

ban

The Total Digital Solution...

bdi
Broadcast Devices
(P) 914.737.5032
(F) 914.736.6916
www.Broadcast-Devices.com

Our solutions to composite distribution include the
CDS series composite audio switchers and the CMP-300
Composite Audio Mixer/DA. Use your existing compos-
ite STL or stereo generator to drive AES input exciters
with our new optional CTD-1 plug in module for the
CDS series switchers! Don't buy an external silence
sensor either! We put one in the CDS-302 for you
already. We have the total solution for your distribution
needs! We provided an RBDS loop through for applica-
tion of RBDS to two exciters with one generator!

Today's digital broadcasting environment calls for
a digital solution. The AES-302 features a two input
digital switcher with automatic switching upon silence
or digital errors. Digital radio means you need more
outputs than ever. That's why we incorporated a four
output digital DA in the AES-302. We didn't forget about
analog either. There is a high quality analog output of
the selected input available too. Many solutions in one
package make the AES-302 indispensable for your
transmitter or studio switching.

Stop by the Broadcaster's General Store booth # N3304
in Las Vegas in April to see BDI products in action.
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LBA Technology, Inc. is your proven

supplier of innovative, digital -ready

AM antenna systems. Our products

include tuning units, phasing systems,

multiplexers, AM/wireless isolation

systems and components for every

power level. We help hundreds of

broadcasters in the USA and

worldwide to --

Reach further -
sound better!

LBA Technology, Inc.
Broadcast and Telecommunications Antenna Products

LBA Tunipole
F )Ided Unipole Systems

Diplexer. Tnplexer and
Phasor Systems

a it, Ante ne "Tuning fts

LBA
3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155
Email Lbatech@Lbagroup.com / www.Lbagroup.com

Our client list continues to grow.

(y)
-

We would like to Thank -You
for your confidence and your

MOORETRONIX purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX 1-11-111, MAX.
ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

rs1 r. e: r3

    4.?

J

800032706 01
www.autogramcorp.com

E3
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Nexus Broadcast ta.10 FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitter

Tim

Quality Equipment, Low Price
30 W FM Exciter $ 999
150 W FM Exciter $ 1999
150 W FM Amp. $ 1099
300 W FM Exciter $ 2499
300 W FM Amp. $ 1999
500 W FM Amp. $ 3999
1KW FM Amp. $ 6499
2KW FMAmp. $11999
950 Mhz STL sys. $ 2995

All Exciters
800-219-7461 FCC Certied!
De liters r4ileeclecrl

9EW FOR 2005!
950 Mhz

Composite STL

Digitally Tuned

Composite &
Mono Input

N.

GET ON -THE Rift STAY ON -THE -AIR!
V 50W RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail 8.

auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM and Translators, as

well as stand-alone exciters

What's the
bottom line?
To stay on -the -air!
The PX50 was designed with
that in mind! Auto monitoring
of all parameters, with auto-
matic power reduction and
restore on VSWR and tempera-

ture errors! No more down time, AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus
the PX50 is FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, & 74 (ID: PF3PX50) and Industry
Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you will never have to worry about non-
compliance! Get on the air QUICK...and STAY on the air, with the PX5O!

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC
590 Fishers Station Drive  Victor, NY 14564
8r)0.446-2295  585-924-4560
www.ramseyelectronics.com
Providing Value And Performance For Over 30 Years!

lefeleome ra

Bay Country
;BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment online at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 443-596-0212
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: sales@baycountry.com

Ratify
To advertise in Radio Magazine, please contact:

Angie Connley
913.967.7221 I aconnley@primediabusinessain

Scott Slocum
913.967.1358 sslocum@primediabusiness.com

Joyce Nolan

610.701.9993 jnolangprimediabusinesscorn

Gel your own copy!
Each month, the Radio Technology Leader

brings you the latest must -read information
about radio broadcasting:
FCC Update Field Reports
*Managing Technology *New Products
Trends in Technology RF Engineering
Facility Showcases

*Rail!
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER A PRIMED1A Publication

To start your own FREE
subscription, go to

er.pbsub.cominn5012
and complete the on-line
application form TODAY!
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Transcom Corporation
AM 5 fill Transmitters

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANWITTER$ EXCITERS
1.5 KW 198/ BEFM 1.5A Used Continental 802B

2.5 KW 1984 Continental 814R *New* Nicom 20 w -synthesized

3.5 KW 1992 Harris HT 3.5

5 KW 1982 Harris FM 5K NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
6 KW 1995 Henry 6000D Special Dismal Pricing lie:
10 KW 1980 CCA 12,000E VHF AND UHF 10w to 10kw

10 KW 1988 Harris HT -10 TV Antennas

10 KW 2001 Henry 10.000D-95 TV STL

20 KW 1978 Collins 831G2
20 KW 1991 Harris HT -20 USED TV TRANSMITTERS
25 KW 1980 CSI T -25 -FA (Amp) 10kW VHF NEC PCN 1213

25 KW 1982 Harris FM25K 30kW UHF RCA TTU-30A

30 KW 1986 BEFM30A

50 KW 1982 Harris Combiner USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
w/auto exciter- transmitter switcher BGW 85 Audio Amplifier

Crown D75 Audio Amplifier

USED AM TRANSMITTERS 'Now' Denon 720R Cassette Player

1 KW 1983 Harris MW1A igkaites Potomac Phase Monitor AM 19

1 KW 1986 Harris SX IA solid state w/sampler

5 KW 1985 Continental 315R-1 Potomac Phase Monitor 1901

5 KW 1994 Harris Gates 5 solid state Digital 2 -tower

5 KW 1996 Harris Gates 5 solid state Sola Voltage Regulator 60hz

5 KW 1982 Harris MW5A 1KVA s -phase

10 KW 1986 Harris MW1OB

50 KW 1985 Continental 317C2

Please go to our web site for updated listings
www.fmamtv.com

Retuning & Testing Available
CALL US FOR A QUOTE !

800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax 215-938-7361

Transmitting & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors
Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700  800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
171%

rfp@rfparts.com

NEW Products
NEW Suppliers

NEW Technologies

New Products
New Suppliers
New Technologies
New Catalog Every 90 Days,

MOUSERELECTRONICS

(800) 346-6873 www.mouser.com
Pluk..4.  end Mums, f Yr. tit,n4c,7 .T laa Trilarks Ff.,. I ,TOrt.vnics. hn

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Longley-Rice Coverage over 30 Terrain

Professional software packages for =CC
applications and predicting coverage

or Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and iiterference studies using
Longley-Rice PTP. OkamuraiHata and
FCC with Probe 3 TU

W Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommanderni

to Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM-Prorm

wPlot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3D7u

VS
I he leader in etoeclessi

COMM :NI, NTION` engineenng conec4tleig
ILL Cealroun  C me. 441 an. software
and Kaglareri.r , .n..111.,

oft

www v -soft corn 800 743-3684

CrViVINIR--71-11K
E3FICADCAST FURNrTURE

Custom Image Room Furniture

rf r
Force 36 MF

Why Omnirax?
E Ex.:ellent colkaborativ: custom design ihilim

so you get exactly wh it vou want
M Unque combination of style, function Ain

ant ergoriorrics
a Faliamal attention to detail
 15 years of evenence
 103% satisfaction gua-anteed

P 450. Box 1792 Sausalito, G 9494
800.3:2.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.'32.2807

www.onsnirax.com info@omrirax.com
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For Sale For Sale Professional Services

StationPlaylist
Broadcasting

Software

Version 3.0 of our track scheduler,
live DJ assistance, and automation
software is now available. Designed
for small to medium sized radio sta-
tions, the bundle is ideal for small
commercial, LPFM, community sta-
tions, and internet broadcasting.

The full professional bundle costs
less than $400 all up, and includes
artist & title separation, voice track
recording, voice track / song ramp
overlapping, "Now Playing" website
interface, 48 cart slots for instant
jingles, time -of -day announcements,
advanced automatic crossfading, in-
ternet streaming, and much more.

Give your station a professional
sound with StationPlaylist Creator
and Studio. Testimonials are avail-
able on our website.

www.stationplaylist.com
sales@stationplaylist.com

AcousticsFirst
znze° 888.965-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Services

Tennessee Tower Service
AM -FM  Broadcast  Cellular
Tower Installation  Antenna

Line Installation  Complete Civil Work
Blasting  Tower Painting

DICK BAIN. Owner
111 Allen Dr.
Tazewll, TN 37819

M: 1-423-526-9041
Ph: 1-423-626-5453

Fax: 1-423-626-3552
Email: tntowerservice(@yahoo.com

Call about our 2005 tower painting specials.

Professional Services

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,

FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD 9
Loudonville, OH 44842

419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419
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Publication

www.beradlo.com
radio orimediabusiness.com
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AppiedWireless
Kevin McNamara
President & CEO

Applied Wireless. Inc
providing options.

PO Box 926
New Market. MD 21774

tel 301 865 1011
tax 301 865 4422
email kevinmcarapplieMiore,

For more information on how to

advertiser in Radio Magazine,
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Sign Off
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?
The SS3159 stereo disc reproducer from McCurdy

Radio Industries was completely self-contained with
a SP1OD turntable,tone arm,plug-in pickup cartridge,
equalized preamplifiers,audio cue switching,a power
supply and pedestal assembly. In the September 1975
issue of Broadcast Engineering this product was ad-
vertised as offering "the highest quality, lowest noise
operation available... the turntable minimized vertical
as well as horizontal rumble

Radio
magazine
Per -station

Revenue
Rank

1

I

2004 Top 10 Radio

Owner

Emmis Communications

I i

Owner

2004 Est.
Revenue
($000)

$311,175

I ' I I

Owner
:: Stations

Present

Revenues

Owner
; Markets

E

Avg Revenue
per station in
2004 ($000)

$12,447

2003
BIA

Revenue
Rank

10

2003
Radio

magazine
Rank

225

2 Infinity Broadcasting $2,219,800 180 42 $12,332 2 1

3 ABC/Disney $454,850 73 43 $6,231

Cox Radio $485,600 79 19 $6,147 7

5 Radio One $375,500 68 2/ $5,522 _.,

I 1

6 Uniyision Communications $338,675 70 22 $4,838 8 12

_..... Entercom $487,325 106 21 $4,597 NR NR

8 Clear Channel Communications $3,560,925 1,194 191 $2,982 1 15

9 Citadel Broadcasting $412,982 225 51 $1,835 6 18

10 Cumulus Broadcasting $323,625 303 59 $1,068 9 25

BIA ranks owners by total revenue. Radio magazine has taken this data and then divided it by the number of stations owned, to prov.de a ranking based on in-
dividual station average performance, which shows the revenue efficiency of each owner. For comparison, we have included the BIA ranking, the owner's 2003
Radio magazine ranking and the average revenue per station.

Source: BIA Financial Network, May 2005.
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How Would You Like Your SOUND?
HOW DO YOU WANT IT in MIAMI?

How about NEW YORK? Should Chicago
be the same as Houston? What about
Boulder versus LA?

YOU GET THE POINT: today's market
sound is dynamic; formats and person-
alities can change on a dime. Keeping up
with what the competition's doing can be
a fulltime job.

Our VORSISTM AP3 processor incorpo-
rates multi -band compression, parametric
EQ, hi9h/low pass and notch filters,
expansion, de-esser, AGC and a host of

system and output settings that let it
perform as a dual -channel mic processor
OR a stereo signal processor-perfect for
in-house rack use or that final HD radio
signature sound shaper.

And you don't have to fly from city to
city (o' room to room) to stay on top-
VORSISTM ethernet protocol lets you
control all settings right from your
laptop-anywhere there's an internet
connection.

VORSISTM- Get the POWER!

fticL 2 CLIP

I 0 4 9 14 18
- + LIMIT

11111

10 8 6 4 2lull.

PARAMETERS

r t dl

CHANNEL
1 2 III

STEREO

www.vorsis.com / tel 252-638-7000 / salesavorsis.com VORSISTM trademarked 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation
copyright 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation



Buying the Right Networked Audio

JUMP! We have the NETyou can TRUST
YOUR ENTIRE COMPLEX depends on

the reliability and longterm support of the digital
network. WHEATSTONE has the hardware, the
software, the GUI, the op manuals, and most
important, tie sLpport TEAM. We'll get you up
and running on time-without budget surprises.

OUR NETWORK SYSTEM' Not just a pro-
duct but an entire line: CONTROL SURFACES-
we've got ELEVEN to choose from; CARD
CAGES-three d ferent sizes to optimize your
oudget and still allow for future expansion.

DIGITA_ AUDIO ISN'T EASY, and reliable
networks are much more challenging. Trust the
company with EXPERIENCE, RESOURCES and
STAYING PD)NER: WHEATSTONE!

rillst.... Vi.J.
...----..

,

 Proven designs-hundreds installed!
 E4 bi-directional signals on CAT -5 optical
 ei-directional machine control embedded

with audio
 Poutaole mixes
 Extremely iow latency (audio and logic)

rot system size dependent
 Scheduling software
 Automation control interface
 Desktop X -Y control plug-in
 Audio over Ethernet portal to automation
 Virtua! soundcard software
 Embedded rod -ter control
 Realtrme operating system
 Ethernet controllers
 Redundant DSP option
 Redundant WHEATNET'option

t C4LcitC;OriC AUDIO is what we do BEST!
tel 252-638-7000 / salesowieatstone.com copyright C 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation


